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1. Introduction
There are four fundamental forces in nature. We believe all natural phenomena are
due to these forces. The planetary motions, dynamics of the galaxies and the large
scale structure of the universe are governed by the laws of gravity, the oldest known
fundamental force. The electromagnetic interaction is responsible for the interaction
of light with matter and all atomic and molecular processes. The third fundamental
force enables the nucleons to be bound together in a nucleus. Furthermore, it is now
established that the nucleons and other strongly interacting elementary particles are
composite and the fundamental constituent are quarks. The gluons are the quanta of
the fields mediating strongly interacting constituents just as the photons are the
quanta of electromagnetic field. Finally, the weak force is responsible for decay of
neutrons and many other fundamental particles and interaction of neutrinos with
matter. It is well known that gravitational and electromagnetic interactions are long
range whereas the strong nuclear force and the weak interactions have a short range.
The classical electromagnetic theory is described by the four Maxwell equations.
These equations are invariant under gauge transformations. In other words, we can
introduce the notion of vector potential, A,(x, t), but the potential is not determined
uniquely by the electric and magnetic fields. If two vector potentials are related by
only a gauge transformation (later we shall define gauge precisely) the Maxwell
equations remain invariant. Consequently, physical observables such as electric and
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magnetic fields are gauge independent quantities. The laws of gravitation were
espounded by Newton; however, Einstein provided a complete classical theory of
gravity. It is well known that Einstein's theory is invariant under general coordinate
transformations. One of the common attributes of these two forces is that they are
both long range.
The gauge invariance of the electromagnetic theory has played a cardinal role in
understanding the interactions of light with matter in the early developments of
quantum mechanics. It was recognized at a very early stage of the quantum field
theory of electrodynamics - - the quantum electrodynamics (QED) - - that the theory
is plagued with divergences (infinities). Subsequently, a systematic procedure was
developed by Feynman, Schwinger and Tomonaga in order to remove these
divergences through the renormalization. Again the gauge underlying principle
provided the crucial ingredients in proving this important attribute of the theory.
Experimental evidence for discovery of neutral currents, W, Z and precision tests at
LEP lend strong support of the electroweak unified theory (Glashow et al 1980).
It was recognized in the early seventies that the dynamics of the constituents of
the strongly interacting particles is described by yet another gauge theory (Fritzsch
and Gell-Mann 1972; Fritzsch et al 1973), quantum chromodynamics (QCD). It was
proposed that the quarks carry a color degree of freedom and quanta of this force
are gluons. Now it is possible to explain vast amount of high energy experimental
data and the spectra of hadrons on the basis of QCD. It is needless to mention that
QCD is a renormalizable theory due to its gauge invariance property (t'Hooft 1971,
1972, 1973). Thus, we find that all the four fundamental forces of nature respect gauge
symmetry. Indeed, it is accepted that any unified theory of fundamental forces is
necessarily a gauge theory.
The problem of quantizing gauge field theories attracted considerable attention in
sixties and seventies in view of the progress achieved in constructing models of
fundamental interactions based on gauge principle.
We have witnessed a great surge of interest in string theories. It is believed that
the string theories offer the prospect of unifying all fundamental interactions including
gravity (Green et al 1987; Jacob 1974; Mandelstam 1974; Rebbi 1974; Scherk 1975;
Schwarz 1982, 1985). The requirements of conformal invariance impose severe
constraints on the constructions of string theories and their interactions. As is well
known, the conformal symmetry in string theory is yet another local symmetry like
gauge symmetry.
The purpose of this article is to envisage theories which possess local symmetries,
the difficulties in quantizing such theories and describe the prescriptions for quantizing
these theories. It is assumed that the reader has background in classical mechanics
and he has taken courses in advanced quantum mechanics and an introductory course
in quantum field theory. It is hoped that this article will be of use to those students
who are at the threshold of their research in field theory and elementary particle
physics. We have not made any attempt to give complete list of references in this
article and we have included those references which we think will be useful in further
readings. It is now recognized that the approach of Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST)
(Becchi et al 1974, 1975, 1976; Tyutin 1975; Henneaux 1985) to quantize gauge theories
is algebraic, elegant and efficient. Moreover, the formalism is endowed with deep
mathematical structures. We have attempted to present a pedagogical review where
the essential features of the BRST formalism are exposed through simple examples.
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The phase space Hamiltonian approach to BRST formalism has proved to be very
useful in the recent past and we follow this procedure here.
Let us recall some of the salient features of gauge theories. Consider the Lagrangian
density of free complex scalar field ~b
L = 0u ck*O,ckr/"v.

(1.1)

The corresponding action is invariant under the global gauge transformation
q~- exp (if~)~b and ck* --* exp ( - ifl)q~*

(1.2)

where f~ is a real parameter independent of space-time. Now if we demand f~ to be
a local parameter, i.e. let f~(x) dependent on space-time point; then the action
corresponding to (1.1) is not invariant under
~b~ exp (i~(x))dp and ~* ~ e x p ( - if~(x))dp*.

(1.3)

Since the derivative will now act on fl(x) as well. Thus we are led to introduce a vector
field A~,(x) through the covariant derivatives and (1.1) is modified as
L = (Duqb)* (D,q~)q u~

(1.4)

where

Duck = (0 r + ie Au)C~

(1.5)

where e is the charge of the field ~b and the vector potential transforms as
i
Au --* A t - e Out'I

(1.6)

when ~b(x)~ exp (ifl(x))ck(x). If we identify e with the electric charge of the complex
scalar fidd then A~,(x) is the electromagnetic vector potential and fl(x) is the gauge
parameter. The prescription (1.5), due to Dirac, enables us to describe interaction of
matter with electromagnetic field in a gauge invariant manner. The Lagrangian density
for free electromagnetic field is

L .... = - ¼Fu,F uv

(1.7)

where the antisymmetric tensor
F,v = O, Av -- 0vA u

(1.8)

is invariant under the gauge transformation (1.6). The components of Fu, are related
to electric and magnetic fields: E~ = Fo~ and B~ = eO~F~k. We may recall that the
solutions of Maxwell's equations for the vector potentials need a priori gauge fixing
in classical electrodynamics and one has the freedom of choosing a gauge. We know
that free electromagnetic field, propagating in vacuum, has only two transverse degrees
of freedom. However, when we introduce a Lorentz vector Au(x ), there are four degrees
of freedom. Thus the extra degrees of freedom need to be eliminated when we want
to describe physical "photon" and this is achieved by various prescriptions of gauge
fixing.
The issue is more transparent if we resort to the Hamiltonian framework. Indeed,
a theory is canonically quantized if we adopt Dirac's prescription where one replaces
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all classical canonical Poisson brackets by the corresponding quantum commutation/
anticommutation relations with appropriate ih factors. We notice that the canonical
momenta corresponding to the vector potential are
OL
nu(x) - O(OoA.) - F°~

(1.9)

and we immediately notice that no(X), momentum conjugate to A0(x), vanishes
identically due to the antisymmetry property of F~v. Furthermore, if we consider the
time evolution of such phase space variables, the solutions of Hamilton's equations
are not unique even if we supply the values of such phase space variables at some
initial time. Such are the attributes of dynamical systems with constraints. The
Lagrangian density eq. (1.7), describing electrodynamics is an example of a constrained
system. Dirac and others (Dirac 1950, 1958, 1967; Hanson et al 1974; Sudarshan and
Mukunda 1974) laid the foundation of classical constraint dynamics and provided
the procedure for quantization of such systems. The quantization of gauge theories,
including gravity, rely on Dirac's constrained Hamiltonian formalism.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains illustrative examples
of the applications of constrained Hamiltonian dynamics. In Appendix A we give a
brief review of Dirac's formalism where we deal with a simple mechanical system,
present the procedures to identify all the constraints of the system and classify them.
In § 3, we recall some results from the methods of canonical quantization and the
general prescription for quantization of systems with constraints. We consider the
quantization of electrodynamics in some detail following the conventional methods.
Next the case of non-Abelian gauge theory is considered and it is shown how covariant
gauge fixing leads to the introduction of ghost fields. The Lagrangian BRS prescription
is presented.
The fourth section deals with Hamiltonian BRST quantization. First we present
the general formalism developed by Batalin-Fradkin-Vilkovisky to BRST quantize
a system with constraints. Next some simple examples such as evolution of a particle
in curved space and the case of a non-Abelian gauge field coupled to matter are used
to show the applications of BFV approach. Then we take up the problem of
quantization of string theories where BRST quantization has proved to be a very
powerful tool.

2. Constrained Hamiltonian formalism

In this section we present two illustrative examples of the applications of the
constrained Hamiltonian formalism developed by Dirac. A brief review of the
formalism is presented in Appendix A. It has been recognized that the formalism due
to Dirac is a very powerful tool in order to quantize systems with constraints. A
variety of physical problems are described by so-called singular Lagrangians and
such theories need special attention when we want to quantize them. We shall deal
explicitly with some of them such as non-Abelian gauge theories and string theories
in subsequent sections of this article. Indeed, as we have emphasized earlier, the BRST
phase space Hamiltonian approach has turned out to be a very elegant and powerful
technique. It is well known that when we proceed to quantize systems with local
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symmetries, it is necessary to fix a gauge. As will be discussed later, the constrained
Hamiltonian formalism lays down a systematic procedure in order to quantize these
systems. We have chosen the first example from 1 + 1 dimensional field theoretic
model; the 0(3) nonlinear sigma model. The two dimensional sigma models in 1 + 1
dimensions were studied as field theoretic laboratories in order to exhibit several
interesting features of more complex field theories such as quantum chromodynamics.
They are also intimately related to statistical mechanical systems. In the recent past,
it has been proposed that sigma models with topological terms might provide an
adequate description of the phenomena of high temperature superconductivity. We
must caution the reader that the description of high Tc superconductivity in the framework of sigma model is not free from criticism. However, it is a very interesting proposal
and the quantization of sigma model with topological terms is achieved through the
constrained Hamiltonian formalism. These are some of the motivations for studying
sigma models in two dimensions. The second example is the most familiar system
with a local gauge symmetry on the subject. Our purpose is to present the essential
features necessary for the BRST quantization of gauge theories.
Now we shall present two examples of the computations of constraints and their
algebras in order to illustrate the applications of the Dirac formalism. First we present
the constraint analysis of 0(3) nonlinear g-model (Maharana 1983a, b) which is a
system with second class constraints and subsequently deal with electrodynamics of
Maxwell which is a dynamical system with first class constraints.
(a) 0(3) Nonlinear o-model:
The Lagrangian is
L = ½0,c~,(x)OUc~i(x), i = 1, 2, 3

(2.1)

with constraint
(~,(x)~b,(x) = 1

(2.2)

and we work in 1 + 1 dimensions. We introduce a Lagrangian multiplier 2(x) in order
to impose constraint (2.2) and rewrite (2.1)
L = ½O~,dA(x)O~'~,(x) - 2(x)[dp,(x)dA(x ) - 1].

(2.3)

Note that, in this example, the constraint is imposed from outside and it is not of'
the form ~b(q,p) ~ 0. The canonical momenta associated with the fields ~b~(x)and 2(x)
are

n,(x)-

OL

= q~,(x)

OL
~ ;t =

-ff~ .

(2.4)
(2.5)

Thus we identify the primary constraint
fll -- n~(x) ~ 0.

(2.6)
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The canonical Hamiltonian density is
9f~c = ½[nk(X)nk(X) + tk~,(x)tk~(x)] + 2(X)(dPk(X)dpk(X) -- 1).

(2.7)

Here prime denotes the space derivative of the field. We have the effective Hamiltonian
density
.,uge = ,,uf c + vn ~ (x)

(2.8)

and v is to be determined later. If we demand PB of f~l with He = S,,Ugedx to be zero
then we arrive at the secondary constraint
f~2 = cki(x)cki(x) - 1 ~ o.

(2.9)

Now if we require
{as,/4e} = 0

(2.1o)

another constraint
f~3 = dPi(x)ni(x) ,~ 0

(2.11)

appears. Next, we impose the condition that PB of fla with He should vanish and
we get another constraint
fit4 - n i ( x ) r q ( x ) + ck'i(x)ck'i(x) - 22(x)ck~(x)dpi(x) ~ 0

(2.12)

when we compute {f~4, He} and set it to zero we get the equation
4 2 ( x ) n i ( x ) ~ i ( x ) + dPi(x)dpi(x)v ~ O.

(2.13)

Having computed the relevant Poisson brackets, we are allowed to use the constraints
in (2.13). Now we notice that (2.13) implies
v~ 0

(2.14)

since nidpi,~O and ~bi~bi- 1 ~ 0 can be set in (2.13). Thus
•~t~e = ½ [ n i ( x ) n i ( x ) + flpi(x)flPi(x)] + 2(x)(~i(x)flp~(x ) -- 1)

(2.15)

after we use the constraints (2.11). Let us redefine the constraints as
f~2 - ZI = (aidpi - 1 ~ 0,

(2.16a)

~'~3 ~ ~2 = ~)ini ~ O.

(2.16b)

We notice
~ O,

(2.17)

{X2(x), He} ,-~ 0,

(2.18)

{X1(x, t), Z2(Y, t) } ~ 26 (x - y).

(2.19)

{Zl(x),He}

and
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Therefore ~(1 and ~2 are second class constraints. Thus the matrix C is given by

and its inverse is
(2.21)
Now we can compute all the relevant Dirac brackets

{~b,(x, t), Oj(y, t)}o. = 0,
{~b/(x, t), n j(y, t)}DB =

6i j 6 ( X -- y) -- ~i(X,

(2.22)

t)~bi(x,

t)6(x -

y),

(2.23)

and
{hi(x, t), nj(v, t)}D8 = (~b(x, t)nj(x, t) - ni(x, t)~bj(x, t)).

(2.24)

It is interesting to note that the Dirac bracket between ~bi and its conjugate momenta
differs from the usual canonical PB relations as revealed by (2.21). Similarly, we get
a surprise result that the DB of conjugate momenta are nonzero. In fact this is the
consequence of the fact that we are dealing with a constrained system. Although there
are three fields and their conjugate momenta, the actual phase space is reduced due
to the constraints and this is reflected in the Dirac bracket relations.
Thus we see in the course of this constraint analysis that the physical degrees of
freedom is reduced to two field variables and their canonical momenta. We may
mention that this problem is analogous to the case of a rigid rotator where we might
start from three cartesian coordinates and impose the constraint that the particle
should move only on the surface of a sphere of fixed radius.
(b) Electrodynamics (Hanson et al 1974 and Sundermeyer 1982)
The Maxwell theory of electromagnetism is the oldest 1nown theory with gauge
symmetry. We present it as an example to illustrate the applications of constrained
Hamiltonian formalism
S = -- ¼SO4xF~,vF"~

(2.25)

with Fu~ = 0,A~ - 0~Au and we are already aware that the field strength is invariant
under the gauge transformation A~,-~ A, + 0ufl(x), ~(x) being the gauge parameter.
We note that the canonical momenta are
0L
~U(x) = 0,~ -- F "°.

(2.26)

Since F u~ is antisymmetric, we find that
rt°(x) ,~ 0

(2.27)

is a primary constraint of the theory. The equal time canonical PB is
{nu(2, t), Av(P, t)} = - 6~63(~ - ~),

(2.28)
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The canonical Hamiltonian is

Hc=Sdax[nl'A~, - L]
rl-2 + -½~2 - ~ . V A ° ] .
= Jrd3 xk~n

(2.29)

The effective Hamiltonian can be written as
H~ = He + ~dax21 (x)n°(x).

(2.30)

Here 21 (x) being the "Lagrange's multiplier". If we compute {n°(~, t), H~} and set it
equal to zero we get the only secondary constraint of the theory

ddr~(x) = t3~Ei(x) ,~ 0

(2.31)

and we immediately recognize it as the Gauss law and therefore (2.31) is called the
Gauss law constraint. Furthermore, it is easy to check that the PB between the two
constraints (2.27) and (2.31) vanishes and we therefore conclude that these are first
class constraints. We denote them as
fll ~ n° ~ O,

(2.32a)

~2 = OiEi ~ O.

(2.32b)

We remark here that the Poisson bracket of the Hamiltonian with f~2 does not
generate any new constraint. Since we have two first class constraints the total
Hamiltonian will be a linear combination of these two constraints and we write it as
H, = fd3x[2&~ 2 + ½B2 - ~it~ia° + 2t (x)~°(x) + ,~2(x)t~iT~i(x)]
1 - 2
= ~ d 3 x[-~n
+ ~1 B- - 2 + 2 1 n ° + ( 2 2 +A°)t~in i] +surface term

(2.33)

We neglect this surface integral term. It is clear that if we evaluate Poisson bracket
of A ° with H, we shall determine 21 . Therefore,
A ° = {A°, Hi} = - 2,,

(2.34)

fti = {At, n,} = ni - t~iAO - t3i~,2,

(2.35)

=

n,}

=

-

a,e,j

=

-

=

--

e,.

(2.36)

Thus we find that we can set 2t(x)= -.zi o and 22(x)= 0. So the hamiltonian takes
the form

Ht Sd x[~n +-~B
=

3

1 - 2

I --2

__

fto~° + A°tgini].

(2.37)

We may remark here that Ao is an arbitrary function appearing in the Hamiltonian.
We can eliminate it from the equations of motion after a gauge choice. It is also easy
to check by computing the Poisson brackets that the last two terms in (2.37) generate
infinitesimal gauge transformations where the gauge parameter can be identified to
be Ao(x). We shall return to a more detailed discussion of the procedure of gauge
fixing later.
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3. Quantization
In this section we shall discuss quantization of constrained systems. Dirac has
proposed a prescription for quantization of systems with constraints. If we have a
theory with second class constraints alone, then the usual procedure of canonical
quantization can be generalized in a straightforward manner. We postulate in quantum
mechanics, that the canonical commutation relations are obtained by multiplying the
corresponding Poisson bracket relations by i. (We work in the natural units h = c = 1).
For a system with only second class constraints, the Poisson brackets are replaced
by Dirac brackets and quantization is achieved if we postulate that the corresponding
commutators are obtained by multiplying Dirac brackets with factors of i. Of course,
one encounters operator ordering problem and this issue deserves due consideration.
On the other hand if we are dealing with a system with gauge symmetries then it
is essential to make a gauge choice. As we discussed in the last section, the first class
constraints together with gauge constraints form a set of second class constraints
and we can define the Dirac brackets to derive the canonical Dirac brackets
and subsequently the canonical commutation relations. However, it turns out that
there is another powerful and elegant method to quantize gauge theories--the
Bechhi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin formalism. This technique is rather powerful when we
choose covariant gauge fixing conditions. In what follows we shall deal with the
conventional method of quantization of electrodynamics and then consider non-Abelian
gauge theories (Itzykson and Zuber 1985). We shall find that the quantization of
non-Abelian gauge theory needs introduction of ghosts when we work in covariant
gauge. Let us recall that the Lagrangian density L = - - !4 ~a / t V Jt~-~v gives rise to the
equations of motion
OuF ~ = • A ~

- OuO,A ~ = 0

(3.1)

which is the Maxwell equation of the classical theory and the field equations are not
the same as the Klein-Gordon equation. If we impose the Lorentz gauge condition
0~A~ = 0, the field equations become [--]A, = 0, where [] is the d'Alembertian. As we
discussed earlier n °, momentum conjugate to A o, vanished for this Lagrangian and
therefore, the corresponding operator is required to vanish in the quantized theory.
As is well known, if the work is a special noncovariant gauge A0 can be gauged away.
Although, in such a gauge, we get an intuitive understanding of electrodynamics, we
loose manifest Lorentz covariance in the process.
The usual Lagrangian can be modified as a possible way out of this difficulty,
L = - ¼Fu, FU~ -

½(0.A)2.

(3.2)

Note that the last term vanishes for the classical theory if we adopt the Lorentz gauge
condition. Thus this theory, in the Lorentz gauge, gives the same equation of motion
as the one obtained from the Lagrangian proposed earlier. We may point out that,
in the quantized theory, the Lorentz gauge condition does not have the status of a
field equation and consequently suitable modifications are necessary. Now, the
canonical momentum of Ao is no longer zero due to the presence of the last term in
(3.2) and n ° = 0.A. Furthermore, A~ satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation: [] Au = 0.
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Thus, we can postulate the equal time canonical commutation relation
[A,(x), n~(y)] = i5~53(x - y).

(3.3)

It follows from the above equal time commutation relation that Lorentz gauge
condition d.A = 0 cannot be imposed as an operator equation since t~.A = n °. We
may add here that in general the gauge fixing term is - 2/2(d.A) 2 and we are working
on a special case 2 = 1; the Feynman gauge. The other equal time commutation
relations are
[Az(x), A,(y)] = 0,

(3.4)

[z.(x), ~,(y)] = 0.

(3.5)

Therefore, the canonical commutation relation (3.3) has the form
I-Au(x), A,(y)] = ig,,63(x - y).

(3.6)

We recall that for spatial components of ti,(x) and A,(y), eq. (3.6) is of the same form
as that of a scalar field, whereas for the time-time components the sign is reversed.
It is easy. to see the origin of this sign reversal; it is due to the fact that A, is a Lorentz
four vector and this has very interesting consequences.
Now we expand the vector potential in a plane wave basis and introduce the
creation and annihilation operators in the standard manner.
(' dak
A,(x)= l ~

3
(a)
x
~ [a(k,2)e, (k)e p ( - i k ' x )
~,=0

+ a + (k, 2)eta)(k)exp(ik'x)]

(3.7)

and k = ko, the energy of the photon since it is massless. The linear orthogonal vectors
e(a)¢, k ) are chosen to be real. In what follows, we choose the polarization vectors to
be of the following form: n is taken to be along time axis with n 2 = 1, no > 0. The
polarizations ~(J)(k) and ~(ff)(k) lie in a plane orthogonal to k and n so that

e(~)(k).eW)(k) = - 5~,a,, 2, 2' = 1, 2.

(3.8)

Next, the polarization s.(3)(k) is chosen to lie in the plane of k and n and it is orthogonal
to n. Thus
et3)(k).n = 0

(3.9)

-(o)~, k ) is taken equal to n
and the normalization is such that e(3)e(a) -_ - 1. Finally, %
itself. The states having polarization, e~l)(k) and e(~2)(k)are called transverse photons,
whereas, those with polarizations 8(~3)(k)and e~°)(k) are called longitudinal and scalar
photons respectively. If we work in a frame where n o= 1 and the k vector is along
3-axis, the polarization vectors assume the following form
e(~°J= (1 O00),

e(JJ= ( 0 1 0 0 )

e(.2) = (0010),

e(~3)= (0001)

BRST quantization and Hamiltonian formalism
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and these polarization vectors satisfy the relations
(4)
V e~(,~)(k)e~
(k)
/ . . , ~

(3.10)

=g~v,

(3.11)
The commutation relations between a(2, k) and a ÷ (2, k) are
[a(2, k), a + (2', k')] = - 9~'2k°(2rr)363(k - k')

(3.12)

where a+(2,k) and a(2,k) have the interpretations of creation and annihilation
operators respectively. Note that the commutation relation of zero-zero polarization
operators have the opposite sign compared to the components 2 = 1, 2 and 3. This
is the signal that there is indefinite metric in the theory. We define the vacuum to be
the state annihilated by all destruction operators,
a(2,k)10) = 0 for 2 = 0 , 1 , 2 and 3.
We also find that the Hamiltonian corresponding to the Lagrangian density (3.2)
does not have positive definite energy at this stage since the contribution of the time
component of the vector potential comes with a negative sign. The energy obtained
from the Hamiltonian using standard method and neglecting the zero point energy
term takes the form
E=

ko.

2

(3.13)

Here n(k, 2) represents number of photons with momentum k and polarization 2.
Now it is evident that E is not positive definite. Now let us demonstrate explicitly
the presence of the negative norm states in the theory. Let

f d3P ) 3f(p)a+(O,p)lO>
Is> = J2po

(3.14)

where f(p) is a basis function such that it is square integrable and now we compute
the norm ~f this !ng scalar photon state.
t" d3ndan ,
<sis> = |,, ~ , r f * ( P ' ) f ( P ) ( 0 l a ( 0 ,

3 zpo zpo (zrc)

=_flf(p)l

J

=

d3p
2po(2n) a

p')a +(0, p)[0>
(3.15)

has negative norm and thus the Fock space has indefinite metric.
The other difficulty, as mentioned earlier, is that we do not get the Maxwell equations
from (3.2) unless we use the Lorentz gauge conditions. We cannot use Lorentz gauge
condition as an operator relation since it will be inconsistent with the canonical
commutation relation eq. (3.3). Thus the Lorentz gauge condition should be
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implemented as an expectation value relation
( ~ l O ' a l ~ ) =0.

(3.16)

In fact it suffices to impose a weaker condition where only the positive frequency
part of O.A satisfy
0"A~+)I~O) = 0.

(3.17)

Our next step is to closely examine the vectors in this subspace which fulfil the
requirement (3.17). This being a linear condition, it is possible to construct basis states
by the action of the product of creation operators of various polarization states on
the vacuum. The state I~k) can be factorized as
I~k) = I~br) ® I~b).

(3.18)

Here I~br) is a state with transverse photons and ~b are superposition of scalar as
well as longitudinal photons. Notice that the Lorentz gauge condition imposes
constraints on the states having scalar and longitudinal photons only. Indeed, eq. (3.17)
gives the relation
[a(0, k) - a(3, k)] I~b) = 0.

(3.19)

We do not expect to determine I~b) entirely from (3.19). We recall, due to the freedom
of gauge transformations, we are allowed to add a term proportional to ku in the
transverse degrees of electromagnetic field. It is expected that this freedom must have
some bearing while one looks for a solution of ~b. If the subspace spanned by I¢) is
denoted by ~ p , then we expect that when we describe any physical phenomena, the
same phenomena will be described by a class of equivalent vectors in ~ p due to the
presence of gauge freedom discussed above. We require that vectors in this subspace
must have positive norm. Let us write I~b) as a linear superposition of states involving
scalar and/or longitudinal photons
14~) = ~ol4~o) + ~11~x ) + "'" + ~,14~,) + "'"
I~bo) = 10).

(3.20)

If we impose (3.19) we arrive at the condition
n ( 0 1 0 ) = 0 for n ~ 0
Thus we can write a relation for arbitrary n as
(4~.lq~.) = 6.,o

(3.21)

and we conclude that I~b.) is a zero norm state unless n = 0. Thus any state 14>) satisfies
(4~14~) = I~ol2 >/0.

(3.22)

Consequently, the coefficients {~,} remain arbitrary and each ~b, satisfies (3.19). We
also note that the number operator for these states is given by
N ' = f 2ko(2n)3
d3k, [a+(3,k)a(3,k) - a+(O,k)a(O,k)].

(3.23)
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Notice the relative negative sign here. When we compute the expectation value of
the Hamiltonian together with the constraint (3.19) the contributions of the scalar
and the longitudinal photons cancel precisely since there are equal number of them.
Therefore, the energy is always positive.
Next we show that the arbitrariness in determining ]~b) is intimately connected to
the fact that the expectation value of As with such a state is a pure gradient and it
can be removed by a gauge transformation
<4~fA,14~>--e~el 4~ol 2 k ~ ) 3 exp(-ik.x)[s~3)(k)a(3,k)
\

+ s~°)(k)a(0,k)] 14h ) + complex conjugate term.

(3.24)

It is easy to see that there are no contributions from 14~>, n i> 2 since there is only
one vector field which changes n quanta by one unit. We take 14~o>= 10> and 14~>
of the form
I~b,>=

f

d3 q
+
2q~-~n)yf(q)[a (3,q)-a+ (O,q)]]O>.

Then,
f d3 p
<~blA~l~b>= J 2 p o ~ ) 3 I-e~3)(p)+ e~°)(p)][~*~x exp(-ip'x)f(p)]
+ complex conjugate].

(3.25)

We recall that s(°)(k) = n and it follows that

s~3)(k) _

k~ - n,~(k.n)

(k.n)

(3.26)

which can be checked easily. We then find

~3)(k)

o(O)(k = ks
+ ~s , ) k.n"

The expectation value takes the form
_ (" d3k
1 [ict~oqexp(-ik.x)f(k)
<@IAsl+> -- ~s J 2 k o ~ ) 3 k'n
+ complex conjugate]
= ~.A

(3.27)

where A is a solution of ElA = 0. We can choose the gauge function according to
our convenience for a choice of the vector kb>. Thus we can conclude that the
arbitrariness in solutions of kb> is a reflection of the fact that the vector potential is
defined up to a gauge transformation.
Another way of writing the gauge fixed Lagrangian density (3.2) for arbitrary gauge
fixing parameter 2 (see discussions after eq. (3.3)) is to consider an alternative Lagrangian
including interactions

L = - X FuvF~V + O.Ad~ + ~,/2~b2 + 9A~J ~ +

Lmatter.

(3.28)
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The field ~b appearing here is not a matter field (it is an auxiliary field since there is
no kinetic energy term of ~b). Here j r is the matter current coupled to the vector
potential and Lmattcr is the Lagrangian for the matter fields whose exact form is not
relevant for the following discussions. It is easy to find the equations of motion for
the scalar field 4) and the electromagnetic field
O~,F"~ + O~'gp = J~

(3.29)

O,A ~' = - 2~b.

(3.30)

and

If we take derivative on both sides of (3.29) and recall that JU is conserved and Fu~
is antisymmetric then it follows that
Iq~b = 0.

(3.31)

We conclude that ~ and therefore 0.A satisfy free field equatiorL Consequently, the
unitarity of S-matrix is not affected due to inclusion of the scalar field ~b in the
Lagrangian. This result has important consequences when we derive Ward identities
for S-matrix elements involving photons.
Non-Abelian gauge theories
We have mentioned earlier that there is a very strong experimental evidence that
quantum electrodynamics and the weak interactions are unified. Moreover, the
spontaneously broken gauge theories play a fundamental role in the unification of
these interactions. Let us consider an SU(N) pure Yang-Mills theory (Yang and Mills
1954). The Lagrangian density is
L=

!4 ~~ #-v a a~ v

(3.32)

where
a
__
a
a
Fur
- d~,AvO~A~,
+ of

abe

b
c
A~,A,.

(3.33)

Here A~ are the vector fields which belong to the adjoint representation of SU(N)
and a = 1, 2,.. N z - 1, O is the Yang-Mills coupling constant and fabo are the structure
constants defined through the commutation relations of the generators of the SU(N)
group
[ T", T b] = f,bc T c.

(3.34)

Sometimes it is convenient to define the vector potential and the field strengths as
the Lie algebra valued functions A~ = T"A~ and Fu, = F~, T °. The non-Abelian gauge
transformations are (for infinitesimal gauge parameters D(x))
A~, -4 A'~ = A~, + O~,f~ + o[A~,.fl].

(3.35)

We note that the vector potentials are hermitian, traceless N x N matrices and
similarly the gauge function is also hermitian, traceless N x N matrix. The last term
in (3.35) can be reexpressed as O JfabcA"O~
--u-- T c since A~ and f~ are multiplied by
generators of SU(N). The Lagrangian (3.32) is invariant under the gauge transformation
(3.35). It is necessary to add a gauge fixing term of (3.34) in order to quantize the
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theory and the gauge fixed Lagrangian is
L = -- ¼TrF~vF ~ + O.Ac~ + ½2 (a2 + JUA~ + Lmntt©r.

(3.36)

We mention here that now field ~b is a matrix and it is to be understood that we have
taken trace in second, third and fourth terms in the above equations just like the first
term since we are dealing with matrices here.
Now the equation of motion read
D , F uv + OWp = J*

(3.37)

~" A = - 2qL

(3.38)

Here J" is the matter current coupling to the Yang-Mills potential. The covariant
derivative, D u acts on Fu~ as follows
OuF~ = a~ Fur + 9 [A~, F~V].

(3.39)

Since Ju is covariantly conserved and DuD~ F u~ = 0, we find that
D~d~b = 0.

(3.40)

We thus conclude that ~b is not a free field and moreover, this is not a covariant
equation; whereas the corresponding field introduced in the case of Q E D was indeed
a free field. This field interacts with gauge field due to the action of D~ in (3.40) and
the scalar gluons (quanta of ~b) contribute to the S-matrix elements. Thus, it is evident
that if we fix the gauge covariantly then the unitarity of S-matrix is destroyed and
one needs to introduce additional (ghost) fields in order to restore unitarity of the
theory. We, therefore, encounter new problems when we try to quantize non-Abelian
gauge theories with a covariant gauge fixing condition. Before proceeding further,
we shall demonstrate that the Lagrangian density (3.32) describes system with first
class constraints. Subsequently, we shall employ the path integral formalism to
quantize theories with first class constraints.
We note that the canonical momenta of the theory described by (3.32) are
~r~ = F °u

(3.41)

and therefore,
o ,~ 0

(3.42)

/Za

are the primary constraints of the theory due to the antisymmetry of Fu,. If we go
through the Dirac prescriptions we get the secondary constraints
i,.~

~o - DiEa ,,, 0

(3.43)

where E~ = F~° are the non-Abelian electric fields. The constraints (3.42) and (3.43)
together form a set of first class constraint. Thus we have the problem of quantizing
a system with first class constraints.
In what follows, we shall illustrate the problem of quantization of a mechanical
system with first class constraints in the framework of Feynman path integral
techniques.
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Path integral quantization of mechanical systems with first class constraints
The path integral approach developed by Feynman, has proved to be a very powerful
technique in several branches of theoretical physics. Faddeev and Popov (Faddeev
and Popov 1967; Faddeev 1969; Popov 1978) employed Feynman's approach in order
to quantize non-Abelian gauge theories. We shall first recall the essential formulas of
path integral of a single particle and then obtain the corresponding results for a
mechanical system with first class constraints.
Let us consider a mechanical system whose Hamiltonian is H. The time evolution
of the wave function for the corresponding quantum mechanical system is
.6¢
, ~ - =/t~k

(3.44)

we use the natural units and n is the corresponding Hamiltonian operator. The
formal solution to (3.44) is

¢/(t) = U (t - to)~b(to)

(3.45)

U(t - to) = exp [i(to - t)H]

(3.46)

where
is the evolution operator. We are interested in computing matrix elements such as
transition amplitudes in quantum mechanics. Let the classical action functional be
(see 2.29)

S,[to, t:] =

[p(t)O(t) - It(p(t),q(t))]dt.

(3.47)

o

We define qo q(to) and q: q(t:), the value of the coordinates at the two end points
of the action integral. The transition amplitude for initial state Iqo) to be in the final
state Iq : ) is given by
=

=

( q f l q o ) = J F I [dq(t)] [dp(t)] exp[iSn].

(3.48)

Here N is the normalization constant and [dp(t)] and [dq(t)-I are the path integral
measures. The measure is defined as a limit. We divide the time interval t: - t o into
equal subintervals by instants tl, t2,.., tN and the corresponding coordinates and
momenta at each instant are denoted by qi =- q(t~) and p, = p(ti). Note that as N ~ oo
the interval tends to zero. The RHS of (3.48) has the definition
lim f H dp~dq~exp {iSn}.
3

(3.49)

N~QO

We have written (3.49) in a loose sense, referring to the original papers of Feynman
and the book by Feynman and Hibbs (1965) for a more careful formulation of the path
integrals by the great master. Equation (3.48) will be the starting point of the discussion
of the quantization of constrailaed systems. Moreover, we shall deal only with systems
with first class constraints.
We recall from § 2 that the set of first class constraints {~bo},a = 1.... m satisfy the
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properties (A.27) and (A.28) and the Hamilton equations of motion

0, = 7p, + 4o

Pi =

(3.5o)

dqi

together with the constraint equation ~'a = 0. As mentioned earlier, not all p~ and q~
are independent degrees of freedom, however the solution of constraint equations to
determine independent phase space variables explicitly is not always easy either. Thus
it is useful to resort to an alternative approach where we do not have to solve the
constraint equations explicitly. The original phase space is 2N dimensional manifold
J / , before we impose the constraint equations. Since the constraints satisfy (A.27)
and (A.28), the conditions for constraints continue to hold good for arbitrary
"multiplier 2a". Thus we have a submanifold ~¢(~ of dimensionality 2N-m and a
trajectory does not leave JCs if initially it is on Jr' s. Naturally, it is meaningful to ask
what are the observables in this theory. Obviously, the observables should not depend
on the choice of the arbitrary parameters 2,. In other words, if O(p, q) is an observable
defined on J[~, then its equation of motion should contain no arbitrary parameters.
However, the time evolution equation is

6 = {I-I,0} +

o}

(3.52)

this will be unique in ~gs if {O, ~,} = 0. We can put this equivalently as
{O, ~a} = E rb~'b"

(3.53)

The dynamical variable occurring in (3.53) and (3.52) is an arbitrary continuation
of O to J[. We also know that the first class constraints are irreducible and these
continuations will differ by a linear combination of constraints. It is worthwhile to
note that the dynamics of O does not depend on the choice of 2~ due to (3.53), since
the 2-dependent terms vanish on JCs. We argue that O(p, q) defined on Jt'~ together
with (3.53) does not depend on all phase space variables and (3.53) can be visualized
as a set of m differential equations. Those are first order equations and vanishing of
the constraints on ~'~ (i.e. {~,~, Cb} = C~bcd/c) have the interpretation of integrability
conditions. In view of these interpretations, we may envision O as being defined as
a manifold ./g of dimensionality 2N - 2m. Therefore, O is uniquely defined with these
initial conditions. To summarize, we started with a manifold of dimension 2N supplied
with m first class constraints and now the observables are defined on a submanifold
~t7. Thus, we can define ~7 with constraint equations ~bog 0 together with equal
number of additional constraints
Ko(p, q) ~ 0

(3.54 t

Since we want ~¢t7 to play the role of initial surface for the determination
of observable O (given by (3.52)), determinant of the Poisson bracket
det I{Ka, ~bb}l ~ 0.

(3.55)
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As a matter of convenience we can choose {K,} such that {K,, K~} = 0. It is very
tempting to introduce canonical variables defined on ~ . Furthermore, if we demand
that (3.55) holds good we can implement a canonical transformation on the original
phase space ~ / a n d define a new set of variables such that

Ka(p,q)=pa, a=

1,2 .... m.

(3.56)

Here Pa stands for a subset of canonical momenta defined after implementing the
canonical transformations. Thus the first m newly defined momenta vanish on ~ and
their conjugate coordinates are determined in terms of the remaining coordinates and
momenta defined on J t denoted by {4} and {/~} respectively
pa = 0, q~ = qa(/~,4)"

(3.57)

Now, we also have detlt3~,~/dqb I # 0. Now if we want to quantize the system in the
path integral formalism then the original path integral measure in (3.48) is to be
modified suitably taking into account the constraints imposed on the theory. We
write the path integral representation for the evolution operator as

fd#(p,q)explift~(Pi4i-H(p,q))Jdt

(3.58)

where
N

d#(p, q) = const, detl{Ka, $~}}I-I6(~b~)b(K~)[I

[dq'(t)] [dpi(t)].

(3.59)

i=1

Now we shall convert the path integral (3.58) defined over ~ to the one defined over
the physical phase space ~ . We use the coordinate systems p~, qa, {t~} and {p} and
consequently the determinants and delta functions appearing in (3.59) take the form
detl~q~[I~J 3(p")~(~k") l~I,=l[dq'(t)][dp,(t)]

(3.60)

Since q~ = qa(4,/5) on the manifold ~/7 we can express the measure (3.60) as

I-[ 6(p.)b(q. -- q.(q,/3)) [dp.] [dq~]
a

N-m

I-I [dq'] [dff].

(3.61)

i=1

Therefore, the path integral is over the physical phase space variables c]i and/~i due
to the presence of tS-functions and the Hamiltonian is also a function of variables on
~ . Therefore, the evolution function has the form

f:o: [dp,][dqi]exp[if,~

~#3,~, - H(/~,4))].

(3.62)

For a system with constraints, (3.62) is exactly the analog of the path integral formula
(3.48).
Notice that the Hamiltonian action for a system with constraints (2.29) is

Sn = S(P/ti- Hc -

).o~bo)dt

(3.63)

and we might like to use this form of action in a path integral representation. We
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draw the attention of the reader to the full measure (3.59). The/5-function constraint
can be exponentiated by using the functional Fourier representation for the &function
where a Fourier conjugate field 2° is introduced and we integrate over this field. Then
the path integral (3.58) takes the form

f H [dp,] [dq'] exp[ i ft[~dt{(hp, - Hc(p,q) - 2o(t)¢o(P,q)} ]
x det[ {Ko, eb} 16(Ko)[d;tb(t)].

(3.64)

We note that the functional integration over 2,(t) will give us back the/5-function of
(3.59) and we shall have the same term in the exponential as in (3.58).
We may recall that we had introduced the "gauge conditions" (3.54) when we
demanded that physical observables be independent of the multipliers {2,} and then
we restricted observables to the 2 N - 2m dimensional manifold. It is worthwhile to
point out here that the evolution operator is independent of the choice of the gauge
conditions as is expected from our original assertions. We can see this as follows:
Recall (3.64) where we could integrate over the Lagrange multiplier 2° to get a
&function involving the first class constraints ¢o. Suppose we induce an infinitesimal
change ¢°
/5¢. = {F, K.} + dobeb
where F =

CoKe and

C's are the solutions of a set of equations

{Ko,¢b}Cb = --/5 K..
We know that the above equation has a unique solution due to (3.55). We see that
the transformation on ¢'s is a canonical one and is given by
15¢.

=

=

=

Thus

K-,K+/SK

and ¢-,(1 + Y) and

H~H

Moreover,
H 6(¢,)--*(1 + tr y ) - i H/5(¢.)detl {Ko, ¢~} I ~(1 + tr Y)det[{Ko,¢~}l.
So we conclude that the expression in (3.64) is independent of the choice of gauge
fixing functions {Ko }.

Path integral quantization of gauge theories
The formulation presented in the last section is applicable to any system with first
class constraints. In this section we shall consider the specific case of the quantization
of gauge theories.
The gauge field theories are based on beautiful underlying geometric structure and
they have attracted attention of mathematicians. This very mathematical structure is
at the root of the difficulties we encounter while quantizing gauge theories. We have
already experienced the problems associated with quantization of free electrodynamics,
especially when we worked in a covariant gauge like Lorentz gauge. We had to
proceed cautiously while quantizing the theory and unitarity of S-matrix had to be
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checked carefully. The quantization of non-Abelian gauge theory poses more difficulties.
It was first pointed out by Feynman (Feynman 1963) in the context of quantization
of non-Abelian gauge theories and gravity that there is apparent violation of unitarity
in such theories. He faced the problem that the unitarity of a closed loop diagram is
violated unless we supply another close loop diagram which describes propagation
of a ghost particle. Feynman's intuitive approach paved the way for more formal
methods for quantization of gauge theories and techniques were developed to compute
higher order diagrams in a more systematic manner.
We know from the study of electromagnetic theory that if two potentials are
connected by a gauge transformation, they describe the same physics. In other words,
physical observables such as electric and magnetic fields are gauge invariant objects
and a class of vector potentials which are connected to one another by gauge
transformations give rise to same electric and magnetic fields. Therefore, it is
meaningful to say that the fundamental objects are a class of fundamental vector
potentials which generate all other potentials through gauge transformations. We
unify all fields of the type A~ + d~f~ into one class. Since the theory is gauge invaxiant
to start with, the action is invariant under gauge transformations. Thus, the action
functional is defined on classes. We should write down the functional integral over
all classes in such a theory. We must consider the manifold of a select set of field
configurations. The path integral should be defined such that those field configurations
intersect each of this class only once. We observe that the path integral measure
defined on each surface changes as we change the surfaces, however, the computation
of physical observables should be independent of the choice of the surface. Let us
denote the gauge group by G which is a direct product of the groups Go acting at
every point of space-time G
G = I-IGo(x).
X

An element of gauge group is denoted by f~ and it is a function of space time
coordinates taking functional value in Go. If A denotes a field (gauge field with indices
suppressed) then the action of t~ on this field results in An. Now if we take a fixed
A and let ~ run through the gauge group then the set of fields An are called gauge
gr.oup orbits.
Let us recall the results of path integral: where we consider the functional integral
with the phase space measure with appropriate statistical weight factor of e is for each
path. We are supposed to adopt the same procedure for the gauge fields. The
corresponding action S [ A ] is gauge invariant,
S[A] = S[An]

(3.65)

Now the measure is
d# [A] = II dA~(x)

(3.66)

where the product is taken over the internal indices, the space-time Lorentz indices
and over all space-time points x. This is the so called local measure. The gauge
invariance of the measure implies d/l[A] = d/~[An]; we do not discuss the formal
proof of this statement and refer the reader to text books (see Coleman 1988). Since
the action is a gauge invariant one and the measure is also gauge invariant when
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A--, An the functional integral is proportional to a volume integral

~ndfl(x)

(3.67)

X

which is called the orbit volume. The measure (3.67) is an invariant measure on the
gauge group and it is equal to the products of measures on groups Go . The essential
point is that when we follow the prescription of integration over classes there is
factorization in the path integral representation. This factorization can be enforced
in several ways. One procedure is to consider functional integral over the surface in
the manifold of all fields such that their elements intersect with the gauge group orbits
only once. This is to be contrasted with the functional integral ~eiSdlz[A], where
we consider contribution of all gauge field configurations.
The surface can be specified by an equation like F(A)=f. We can visualize the
situation in another way. Since we have a gauge invariant theory, we can always write
A~ = A'~ + 1)~

(3.68)

and the action is independent of the gauge variable t~: S[A] = S[A']; however it
changes when Au changes. It is evident that the functional integral
Sd [A] exp {iS [A] } = ~d [f~] d [A'] exp {iS [A'] }

(3.69)

diverges. We can interpret this divergence as a signal of the failure of canonical
quantization for gauge theories as viewed from the functional integral perspectives.
This problem can be resolved by fixing a gauge so that we do not integrate over
any more. Furthermore, we integrate over every physical configuration only once.
Now the gauge condition F ( A ) = f can be used to solve for the gauge variable
fl = f~(A', f ) and we can introduce a factor 6(fl - fl(A',f)) in the functional integral.
We use the properties of the &function to write

OF
6(~ - l'l(A',f) ) = 6(F (A ) - f) det ~-~

(3.70)

and the generating functional has the form

OF

Z [f'] = S[dA] 6(F(A) - f ) d e t ' ~ exp(iS)

(3.71)

Notice that the Greens functions computed from Z I f ] will depend on f. We emphasize
that, on the other hand the S-matrix element are gauge invariant objects and they
will not depend on f. We are, therefore, free to multiply (3.71) by a functional ~,[f]
and functionally integrate over f and this operation will maintain the gauge invariance
of the S-matrix. Of course, ~bI f ] should be chosen in such a way that the integral
converges. The simplest choice is a Gaussian: ~,[f] = exp[-i/2Sf2(x)d4x] and in
that case note that this is complex Gaussian. When this term is multiplied with
Z [ f ] it combines with the gauge field action which has a factor of i in front of it in
the exponential. Thus the factor i neatly comes out. We may remark here that in order
to define properly convergent path integral we must consider the Euclidean version
by rotating time to imaginary axis. However, we continue with the Minkowski version
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here; but it is to be understood that a proper treatment is done in the Euclidean form

Z = S[df]lp[f]Z[f]
OF
=,[dA]det_ff~exp[if{L_l

2

)-l d ,

372/

using the 6-function in (3.71). When we choose an explicit form of F(A) it corresponds
to a specific gauge choice. For example n'A = 0 will correspond to axial gauge choice.
Let us choose a gauge fixing term such that F = 2-x/2 O.A. Then the determinant
on the RHS of (3.71), the Faddeev-Popov determinant, is derived by gauge
transforming F by an infinitesimal gauge parameter and taking the derivative with
respect to it
OF a

det ~-~b = det [[-16ab +
= det [1 +

gfabc~(A~)]

OOU(A,X)[] - x] det [-1.

(3.73)

Here Au(x) means the components of the gauge field in the internal index space (since
it is multiplied by the matrix generators). Also note that det [] is an infinite innocent
constant since it does not depend on gauge fields. Therefore, let us focus our attention
on the other term in (3.73). We know that a determinant appearing in the path integral
(3.72) can be written as a functional integral over spin zero anticommuting fields with
extra terms added to the action. Therefore,
1

o2

~o

ob b - 1 4

Seff= f [ Li..-~(O'A ) -O q D~ oJ Jd x.

(3.74)

The ghost fields r/° and o f are the Faddeev-Popov ghosts and they appear only in
close loops, for example if we compute one loop correction to the gauge boson
propagator, we have to take into account the ghost contribution at one loop level in
addition to other one loop diagrams consisting of gauge and matter fields. We note
that Seff consists of three parts: Li,v is the gauge invariant part of the Lagrangian
density, the second term is the covariant gauge fixing term and the last term is the
ghost part. The ghosts couple to the gauge fields through the covariant derivative
Du. The local gauge invariance of the effective action, Sen, is broken due to the
presence of these extra terms. However, S~ff is invariant under another global
symmetry. This is the celebrated Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin symmetry. We shall first
show the BRST properties of quantum electrodynamics before proceeding to study
nonabelian gauge theories.
In the case of electrodynamics, if we choose a covariant gauge fixing term we will
have a determinant in the path integral as it appears in (3.72). The explicit computation
of this determinant shows that it is just the determinant of the Laplacian and it is
just an irrelevant constant factor. However, if we are interested in introducing a pair
of ghost fields r/and eo we can do so and the effective action becomes
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Here Li, v is the Lagrangian for Q E D (including the matter part, ~),~D~ if we so
desire). Notice, however, that the ghost fields appear as free fields in contrast to the
case of non-Abelian gauge theories where they couple to the gauge fields. The BRST
transformations
5A~ = ed~o9

(3.76a)

(5¢ = igeogg/

(3.76b)

St/= 2a. A

(3.76c)

6o9 = 0

(3.76d)

leave the effective action invariant. Here ~ is an anticommuting parameter. The BRST
transformation is a global one and under this transformation, the variation of the
gauge fixing part gets cancelled by the variation of ghost part.
The elegance and power of BRST formalism is demonstrated from derivation of
Ward identities for Greens functions. Since BRST transformation is an exact symmetry
of the theory we can exploit this fact to derive aforementioned results.
Consider BRST variation of <0[ T(t/A~)I0> which vanishes since it is an exact
symmetry.
6(01T(t/A~){0> = ~(01T(t/A~,){0> + s(0{ T(t/d~,og){0>
= 0.

(3.77)

Notice that t/ and o9 are free fields and we can compute the second term exactly.
However, if we take d, outside the time order product using the fact that equal time
commutator of Au(x, t) and Ao(y, t) is zero then we arrive at the well known result

q'O~,,,(q2) = - 2 q2"
q~

(3.78)

Equation (3.78) essentially tells us that the longitudinal part of the photon propagator
is normalized trivially. In other words, it shows the transverse character of the vacuum
polarization tensor.
The next result is to consider 6<01T(r/~,)10)= 0 and use the variation of each
field. Then we arrive at
5<01T(t/~p~h)I 0> -- ~<01T(O.A~pg,)I0> - ig<01T{t/(oJ~p)~h}.l 0>
+ i0 <01T{t/~(og~b)) 10>
= 0.

(3.79)

The first term is fermion-fermion-photon vertex contracted with the photon
momentum. The other two terms involve fermions and ghosts. Let p and p' be the
fermion momenta. As we go on shell; p2 ._, m 2, m being renormalized mass the fermion
propagator has the form Z2/(?"p,,- m). Moreover, when the two fermions are on
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shell, one particle irreducible vertex function behaves as igZ-( 1~ . Now we can derive
the on-shell Ward identity
q-~(Z2) 2
1
1
Zt
y'p-my'p'-m

Z2
- y.p-m

+

Z2
- y'p'-m

=

0

(3.80)

where we use (3.79) in arriving at (3.80). Then we get the well known result
Z1 = Z2

(3.81)

which is a consequence of Ward identity.
Let us turn our attention to the effective action (3.74). It is invariant under the
following transformations
~A~,= ~t3~,to~

(3.82a)

~ i = 2ge( TO~oO)O~j

(3.82b)

~r/a = eO'Aa

(3.82e)

&o ~ = - 2,qf°bc cob~oc.

(3.82d)

We remark that the BRST formalism have proved to be very powerful when we
derive the Ward identities (Llewelyn Smith 1979; Taylor 1971; Slavnov 1972) for the
non-Abelian gauge theories and prove unitarity of S-matrix. We shall not pursue in
these directions here.

4. BRST quantization and Hamiltonian formalism
We studied the quantization of systems with local symmetries in the last section. It
was found that, when we adopt to work in a covariant gauge, we have to introduce
ghost fields in order to maintain unitarity of the theory. It was also found, although
the effective action is no longer gauge invariant, there is invariance under a global
symmetry: the BRST symmetry.
Batalin (1977, 1980), Fradkin and Vilkovisky (1975, 1978) have studied the BRST
quantization of gauge theories in the framework of Hamiltonian formalism. In this
approach, a systematic prescription is developed to quantize theories with first class
constraints• It is now recognized that the BFV formalism has proved to be a very
powerful tool in quantizing a large class of theories with local symmetries. We shall
present the salient features of BFV formalism in what follows. First, we shall consider
a mechanical system with finite degrees of freedom in order to develop the formalism
and present a Hamiltonian phase space path integral represent.ation for the S-matrix
generating functional• Next, we shall show the BRST invariance of the generating
functional•
We shall then present three applications of the BRST quantization in BFV approach.
The first example is the motion of a particle in an external gravitational field• We
identify the constraints for this problem and present the algebra of constraints and
construct the BRST charge. The next problem is the quantization of Yang-Mills field
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in the BFV formalism. The third example is the quantization of a bosonic string in
the framework of BFV.
It is worthwhile to remark that so far we have been dealing with bosonic phase
space variables. In other words, all the classical phase space variables commute with
each other when we consider their products. However, this is not the most general
situation. For example, if we consider supergravity theories, the generators of local
symmetries include the fermionic charges in addition to the bosonic ones. It is possible
to consistently define Poisson brackets involving both bosonic and fermionic phase
space variables and define dynamical variables (bosonic and/or fermionic) on the
phase space. We have focussed our attention on systems with bosonic phase space
variables only, of course when we introduce ghosts we have to deal with spin zero
anticommuting objects.
Let us consider a mechanical system with q~ and p~, i = 1,..., N and a set of first
class constraints {¢°}, a = 1, 2.... ,m satisfying the relations (A.27) and (A.28). We
mention in passing that the structure constants, C~d and V~, are in general functions
of the phase space variables. In a particular case, when C~d are independent of the
phase space variables, they can be identified with the structure constants of the Lie
algebra associated with the local symmetries of the theory.
We construct the BRST operator as follows: Introduce a pair of canonically
conjugate, anticommuting ghost operators r/~ and Pa for each first class constraint
tpa. Then the BRST charge

Q = d/orlo+ ½eoc~drlotld

(4.1)

and Q is nilpotent:

{Q, Q}pB = O.

(4.2)

We emphasize that (4.2) is a nontrivial relation for fermionic object and Q is a fermionic
charge by construction. Moreover, (4.2) imposes severe constraints on the theory.
Now we construct the gauge fixed effective action. Note that the Poisson bracket
of Hc with Q vanishes since the constraints are first class. We choose an arbitrary
fermionic object, X, which is a function of all phase space variables • = {Pi,q~, r/a, Pa}
then the gauge fixed Hamiltonian is
H x = Hc + P~ V~/, - {L Q}en

(4.3)

%being the gauge fixing function. The Hamiltonian action is

S , = J'dt [p,~,- nx].

(4.4)

The generating functional
Z x = ~ [dp] [dq] [dr/] [dP] exp [iS,]

(4.5)

should be independent of the choice of X since the theory is required to be gauge
invariant, let us consider the charge in phase space variables due to the canonical
transformation included by the BRST charge Q.
• ~

= • + {0, Q}Pa/~

(4.6)
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where # is a fermionic parameter. We note that the phase space measure introduces
a Jacobian
[d(I)] ~ [d(l)] [1 + S{Z' - Z, Q}PBdr]

(4.7)

and {H x, Q} = 0 due to (A.27) and (A.28) and the nilpotency of the BRST charge.
We thus find that for infinitesimal Z' - Z, proving the z-independence of the geL,crating
functional and thus the gauge invariance of the theory. The essential feature of this
formulation is to extend the original phase space to include ghosts. However, the
above result shows that the generating functional is gauge invariant. It is a nontrivial
task to demonstrate that the generating functional (4.5) defined on the extended phase
space describes the same physical processes as the one given by (3.62). We refer the
interested reader to the original literature. Another important aspect is the computation of the change in measure under the canonical transformation (4.6) and it is
well known that one should be careful while computing the change of path integral
measure since this is a potential source of anomalies. Indeed, if the Fradkin-Vilkovisky
theorem is applied to string theory one encounters anomaly unless the space time
dimension corresponds to the critical dimension. We shall not present this computation
here.
We incorporate the following remarks before presenting the applications. We recall
that the covariantly gauge fixed QED contained usual positive norm states, null states
and negative norm states. Therefore, the state space of the corresponding quantum
theory contains additional states besides the physical states. Thus the physical states
are only a subset of the complete set of states of the extended linear vector space.
The BRST formalism presents an elegant, economic and algebraic framework to
project the physical subspace and to provide a precise definition of gauge invariance.
In what follows, we present only the main sequence of arguments.
We recall that in quantum theory the phase space variables are operators and we
denote all operators by a hat. The original proposal of Dirac was to attack the
problem in two ways. The first method was to supply the first class constraints {@o}
with equal number of gauge fixing conditions {Ka} so that they together became a
set of second class constraints. Subsequently, we solved for these constraints and the
original 2N dimensional phase space was reduced to 2N-2m dimensions and we then,
quantized the theory canonically. The other proposal was to quantize the theory in a
naive way and then project the physical states through the requirement
ffal0> = 0.

(4.8)

The constraint algebra (A.27) and (A.28), for the quantized theory, take the form (now
we have commutator brackets)
A ^ ] =C~b~'~
[~la,~lb
d ^
[ H^~ , ~ o^]

= Vo~'b.
~^

(4.9)
(4.10)

When we are dealing with field theory the constraints are space-time dependent and
(4.8) is de facto an infinite set of conditions and might be a rather strong condition
(recall electrodynamics). So we replace it by a weaker condition
<phys Ift, Iphys> = 0.

(4.11)
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Thus we can conclude
~olphys) = I~bl )
~blphys) -- I~b2)

(4.12)

and these two states {It#)} satisfy the requirement
(~bl [~b2) = (tk[phys) = 0.

(4.13)

We conclude that the pair [~) is a zero norm state and {¢o} generates only gauge
transformations. As is well known we have supplement with negative norm states,
coming from the ghost states, in order to construct these zero norm states. We have
seen how BFV formalism introduce the ghost fields and enable us to construct the
BRST charge.
The physical states are projected by
(~[phys) = 0

(4.14)

since (~ is a globally conserved charge (4.14)is always satisfied. Furthermore, (4.14)
ensures that when IX) and I~b) are physical states
<xlH'I4~> = <xl/-II4~>

(4.15)

when the two Hamiltonians are related by
H' = a + [K, Q]

(4.16)

where K is a gauge dependent operator; moreover IX) and [~b) satisfy (4.14). We
notice that Q is gauge independent and H ' - H is a total Q derivative. Unless
annihilates physical states (xl [K, Q]l~b) will not vanish. Let I~) be any state in the
vector space. Then
[fl) = 0 l ~ )

(4.17)

has the property,
01/~) = (~01~) = 0

(4.18)

which follows from nil potency of Q, tells us that I/~) is a null state; if we take any
physical state I~b) then
(~,[fl) = 0

(4.19)

since (~ is hermitian and it annihilates [~,). Therefore, any physical state 15) is defined
up to a term (~l~t)
Iq') ~ l~') + 01~)

(4.20)

1~) being any arbitrary state vector. An observable corresponds to a BRST invariant
operator. However, operators like [K, (~] create null states and these are taken to be
equivalent to zero. Therefore, we identify two operators/] and A' as equivalent if
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they differ by a BRST derivative

A~A', if,i' =/i + [g,O].

(4.21)

Thus (4.20) and (4.21) are called quantum gauge transformations. As is evident all
these results rest on the nilpotency of the BRST charge. Thus (~z = 0 is interpreted as
the quantum gauge invariance condition and BRST invariance lead to Slavnov-Taylor
identities in non-Abelian gauge theories.
Let us now consider some applications of BFV-BRST Hamiltonian formalism. We
consider the evolution of a scalar particle of mass m in a gravitation background
endowed, with the metric #~(x). The space-time coordinate x ~ is parametrized by s
and the action is
S = - m

_

os L - gu4x~sj)

-~s

-~s

(4.22)

This action is invariant under the reparametrization s ~ f(s), f being a monotonically
increasing function of s and it leaves the end points of the integration unchanged.
The canonical momenta are
OL

p~ = ~yc~ = m o ~ ( x ) ~ / ( -

0 a , ~ v ) 1/2

(4.23)

with ~ = dxU/ds. We conclude from (4.23) that
p~p,g~V(x) + m 2 ~ O.

(4.24)

Thus (4.24) is to be identified as a primary constraint. This is the mass-sheU condition
in curved space. We introduce a Lagrangian multiplier 2(s) and obtained the
Hamiltonian action
Sn =

ds [p~Y¢" - 2(s)(p~pv#~'(x) + m 2)].

(4.25)

--00

We find the transformation properties of the phase space variables, under infinitesimal
reparametrization transformation s ~ s' = s + f (s), to be
fix" = ~(s) {x"(s), p~p~g~ + m 2 }pB

(4.26)

tSpu = e(s) {pu(s), pupv# ~" + m 2 }Pa

(4.27)

using the canonical PB relation
{xu, Pv} = 6~.

(4.28)

All other PB between x"'s and p,'s being zero. The Lagrangian multiplier is required
to transform as 62 = e(s) so that variation of Sn is a total derivative under (4.26) and
(4.27).
The BRST gauge fixed Hamiltonian action in the gauge ;[ = 0 has the form
SBRsT =

f+2

ds[p~,.~ ~' + ~ i + liP + Pil - { P P + {P~,P,O~'~ + m2)}] •

(4.29)
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We have chosen the gauge fixing Lagrangian a s LgI = n~. Furthermore, n, P and P
are momenta canonically conjugate to 2, t/ and ~ respectively. Although gauge
invariance is broken due to gauge fixing, the action is invariant and the BRST
transformation of the phase space variables, @ = (x% puff, ~/,p, p, 2, n) with
6@ = A {X,Q}

(4.30)

Q = ~l[g~,,p~,p, + m2] + 7~e

(4.31)

where
is the BRST charge and A is the fermionic parameter. The generating functional
Z = S [dp] I-dx] Id ghosts] [-dn] [d2] exp [iSB~sT] 0(-- Po)

is BRST invariant and describes the dynamics of the particle in the first quantized
approach.
There are several comments in order (i). If we functionally integrate n we shall get
6(~) in the path integral measure and ~/P in the exponential. (ii) Integrations over
and P will give the Faddeev-Popov determinant. (iii) 0 ( - Po) ensures that we confine
ourselves to positive energy sector only. (iv) It is interesting to note that Z is invariant
under the general coordinate transformation of the space-time manifold. This
completes our discussion of scalar particle in curved sPace.
The next problem is to consider non-Abelian gauge theories described by the
Lagrangian (3.2,9). We have identified the canonical momenta n,~ and the primary
constraints n ° in (3.38) and (3.39). The canonical Hamiltonian is
Hc = Sd3xl-n~'0tA~ - L]
=~d3x[¼FoFij+l

i i - AoDin°]
a
i
27rono

(4.32)

and
(4.33)

D,n~ = ~,Tr~+ gf°~ A~n~

with canonical PB relation
{A~,(x, t), n~,(y,t)} = 6g~/~63(x - y).

(4.34)

We know that n ° generate the Gauss law constraints (3.40); and they are given by
Z° = Oln~ + gf°~A~n~. The equal time constraint algebras are
{Xo(X),Zv(Y)} ~ gf°~x~(x)63(x - Y)

(4.35)

{nO,Xb} = 0

(4.36)

and X° generate gauge transformations
(4.37)

{Sda x ~ v , , A~ } = D, vb

t~(x) being the gauge parameter.
Now we are in a position to construct the BRST charge
Q = Sdax[z°C ~ + n ° ~ + 1 - of°s¢P~C~C¢]

(4.38)

and the canonical PB brackets for the ghosts are
{C"(x, t), Pb(Y, t)} = {~°(x, t), P~(y, t)} = ~g~3(x - y)

(4.39)

{c, e} = {c, e-'} = {c, c}

(4.40)

{e, e-} = o.
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Now we have to introduce the gauge fixing function such that the PB of this function
with the BRST charge gives the gauge fixed Hamiltonian. We introduce a function
A" such that different choice of A° corresponds, to different choice of gauges. The
gauge fixing function

X = ~d3x[A~P° + A°C~]

(4.41)

gives

{X,Q} = ~dax[A~Zo + A°n° + C~{A°,x~}Cb
+ gff°bA~oP~Cb+ Po]5°]

(4.42)

# "a
"a
L n = ~ d 3 xEnoAu+P,C
+P~O,Ca - H , ] + { X , Q }

= Sd3x[Linv + LGr +
3

Lre ]

(4.43)

i "a

Li. v = ~d x[lt, A i - H~ + A~oXo]
l_rd3,,:" Tr F ~ F "~

(4.44)

-- --4.1
_

LGr = ~d 3x n ° [/i[ + A°]

(4.45)

and Lot depends on the choice of A°. There are several possibilities. Let us work in
Feynman gauge as an example. In this case
(4.46)

A ° = a~A~ + ~ ~o

L~F= ~daxn°[c'9~'A:+ 2 n° ]

(4.47)

Lee = ~dax [i6" C + P'a rC + C" {A°, Xb} Cb + g f~baA'ofb Ca + p. 15]

(4.48)

Using (4.47) and (4.48) in (4.43) and then in the phase space path integral representation
(4.49)

Z = Sd#exp [iSd4x{Li,v + LGr + LFe}],

where d/~ is the measure. Now integrating over n° gives Lot = - (1/2~)(0~A~)2.
Similarly, P and P integration give Lre = O~C°D~C,. Therefore, we arrive at the
effective Hamiltonian action of Yang-Mills theory of § 3, eq. (3.74), once we identify
C° = co° and C° = ~/°. If we identify (a) A° = l!m(1/8)O~A~we derive the effective action
corresponding to the choice of Coulomb gauge. (b) The case A a (~iA7 gives the
Lorentz fixing condition. We can obtain BRST transformation properties of various
phase space variables A~,,~ , P,, ]5o, Co, Co if we consider PB of these objects with the
BRST charge Q.
•

.

~:

0

=

BRST quantization of string theory
The string theory was originally proposed in the context of dual models, to understand
the properties and dynamics of hadrons. There has been a revival of interest in the
string theory in the recent past and it is believed that string theory offers the possibility
of unifying all fundamental processes. There has been a very rapid development in this
field. There are efforts to construct string theoretic models to exhibit their connection
with electroweak theory and QCD. On the other hand, string theory has posed several,
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interesting problems in the domain of mathematical physics. There is a vast literature
of review articles on various aspects of string theory. Moreover, the book by Green,
Schwarz and Witten is a treatise on this subject.
Our purpose is to present a pedagogical derivation of the BRST quantization of
string theory. We shall adopt an approach which is slightly different from the one
followed in standard literature. First we present the classical Hamiltonian formulations
in a perspective where string theory is visualized as two dimensional gravity in the
presence of matter fields. This is in the spirit of studying canonical structure of gravity.
Then we establish the connection of this approach with the standard (classical)
constraint algebra of string theory. Finally, we employ the Hamiltonian BRST
quantization methods to string theory. We consider bosonic string theory throughout.
A string is an extended one dimensional object. The strings are of two types: (i) Open
strings where both ends are free and (ii) closed strings which has the topology of a
circle. The string is characterized by a parameter ~r; and a has "length" ~ for an open
string. We also have 0 ~<a ~<n. for a closed string. We introduce another parameter
r in order to study evolution of strings. We recall the case of a free particle (setting
O~+= r/~v will suffice in our case considered earlier) where the four-vector describing
the position of the point particle is parametrized by a single variable s. We can
interpret z as the time coordinate on the string at a. When a particle evolves it traces
out a world-line. Similarly the string, a one dimensional object, in its evolution traces
out a world-sheet. Thus the space-time coordinate X~(tr, z)/z = 0, 1.. D - 1 specifying
the position of the string at a given value of tr and T on the world-sheet. The action
for the free spinless particle provides a clue to construct the string action, the so
called Nambu-Goto action (Nambu 1970; Goto 1971; Hara 1971)
S = - 2n~----;

~

d o ' [ . ' y 2 X '2 -

(f('X')2] 1/2

(4.50)

where dot and prime denote derivatives with respect to T and tr respectively and ct'
is the inverse of string tension. The action (4.50) has the form of the area of the world
sheet. We can derive the string equations of motion by minimizing the action. In
other words, the classical equations of motion are obtained by considering world
sheet configurations of minimum area. We observe that the form of the action in
(4.50) is highly nonlinear since we have to deal with a square root (in fact it is square
root of a determinant). It is possible to write an alternative form of the action where
we introduce an anciliary field which can be identified as the metric tensor in the
world sheet. The action has the form (Brink et al 1976; Deser and Zumino 1976;
Polyakov 1981)

1/

S = - 4not----7 d2trx/~g°bOaX~'O~XVtIj, v

(4.51)

Here g is the determinant of the two dimensional metric gaba, b = 0, 1. This action is
invariant under reparametrization of the world sheet (~, ~)--, (~'(tr, T), T'(tr, r)) and the
Weyl rescaling: gab(a, ~)"* dp(~, ~) gab(a, z) since x / r ~ g ab remains invariant under
such a transformation and X~--. X ". The equation of motion corresponding to the
metric is a constraint equation 6S/f gob = T ao= O. This condition imposes a strong
constraint when we quantize the theory.
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We have mentioned the local symmetries associated with the action (4.51). It is
interesting to draw parallel with electrodynamics in order to motivate our approach.
We note that the canonical momenta associated with the world sheet metric is a
primary constraint of the theory. If we follow the prescription laid down in § 2, it
immediately follows that the stress energy momentum tensor vanishes as a constraint.
We recall that n ° ~ 0 was the primary constraint in electrodynamics and Gauss law
was generated as a secondary constraint. In the case of string theory T"b,~ 0 is the
analog of Gauss law constraint. These are the Virasoro conditions which follow from
the reparametrization invariance in string theory. Let us now proceed to analyse the
canonical structure of the string theory.
The canonical momenta are
OL
P" = Off" -

1

2u~
~ (-g)x/2g°%3"X"

(4.52)

OL
n "b = - - ~ O.

(4.53)

O0°b

Therefore, (~ab_~ nab~.,~ 0 are primary constraints. The momenta n ab
a where 0 ~<a ~<n. The canonical Hamiltonian is

nc = Ida[P.2" + n°b0. - L]

are

functions of

,(4.54)

Then we can follow the standard Dirac prescription. However, we shall slightly deviate
from the usual path followed. This is just to provide a perspective which is close to
the study of the canonical structure of gravity. As is the practice in this framework,
we shall reparametrize the metric components in terms of the lapse and shift functions.
Let us consider a coordinate system such that n is normal to the line of constant
and it satisfies
0

n.~-=

O, a n d n . n = - 1.

(4.55)

Uo"

n

Z-=C +~)C

d

2"= c
j

w do-

Figure 1. The metric components are reparametrized in terms of the 'lapse' and"shift'. We
decompose the vector O/&r tangent to the line of constant ~r in the frame [n,(O/O~)]. Here
n is the normal to the line of constant T and Fn.(D/O~)] -- O, n.n = - 1 to the line of constant z.
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We also note that the vector d/dr is tangent to the line of constant or, just as dlaa is
tangent to the line of constant T. The lapse N and shift N ~ are defined (with proper
rescaling) to be
a = N#n + N 1da
O
~z

(4.56)

Here ~ is the determinant of the spatial metric ~11 induced on the line z = constant.
We must mention that the elements #11 and #it are to be distinguished from the
corresponding elements of #,b. Consider the case N 1 # 0; then #11 = 1/911 which is
different from gt 1, although V11 = #11. We have really one dimensional convariance
when we formulate various things. We can relate the elements of# and the parameters
(N, Nt,~11) as follows
#oo = N2~ + (N1)2#11

(4.57)

go1 = N1~11

(4.58)

N = ( - g°°#l 1)- t/2

( _ g)1/2 = N011"

(4.59)
(4.60)

We notice that the change of variables go~ to (N, NI,011) is invertible. Thus we can
adopt the latter as an independent set of variables. The Hamiltonian takes the form

Hc = Sda[N H + N 1 HI]

(4.61)

H = ~ot'Pi,P~ + 4-~X'#X'~,

(4.62)

where

H1 = P , X "

(4.63)

H is the energy density, now we define the total Hamiltonian following Dirac's

prescription

H, = H, + Sda[2 nN + 2tnN, + 22ntl].

(4.64)

Here 2, 21 and 22 are arbitrary Lagrangian multipliers together with the primary
constraints (recall T ° ~ 0 gives only three constraints since T °b is symmetric)
nN ~0, nN, ~ 0 and ntl ~0.

(4.65)

The consistency conditions on the constraints (their time evolution must vanish) leads
to following constraints ~N ~ 0 and ~N, -~,0 leads to the constraint H ~ 0 and H t ~ 0
respectively; whereas r~l ~ ,~, 0 provides no new information. In the parlance of general
theory of relativity H ~ 0 and H1 m 0 correspond to vanishing of superhamiltonian
and supermomentum respectively. It is easy to verify that PB of H and H1 with the
primary constraints vanishes. Furthermore, if we use the canonical PB relations

{X~'(a, ~), P,(C, r)} = ¢$f6(o"- # )

(4.66)
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and the definitions (4.62) and (4.63) the algebra of constraints (at equal z) is
{H(tr), H(a')} = [H, (a) + H t (tr')] 6(a - a')
{H(a), H 1(a')} = [H(a) + H(a')] 6(tr - tr')
{Hi (a), Hi (#)} = [Hi (a) + Hi (a')] 6(a - tr').

(4.67)
(4.68)
(4.69)

We have interpreted the first class constraints as the generators of local symmetries.
Unless we fix a gauge and break the gauge invariance the symmetry is manifest in
the theory. We have noted earlier that the superhamiltonian and supermomentum
constraints generate reparametrization transformations. The constraint ~11 nl 1 ~ 0 is
the generator of the Weyl rescaling of the canonical variables. We can easily check
~[~11 = {~11 (¢7), Sdo"~l 1 (0")7[1 1 (tr')r(tr')}

= r(tr)~11 (a).

(4.70)

Here r(tr) is the parameter associated with the Weyl transformation. Thus, we can
assign any positive value to #~ 1 by the Weyl transformation and consequently, it is
an arbitrary function of time. Now we can understand why ntl ~ 0 appears in the
total Hamiltonian with a coefficient which is an undetermined function.
The Virasoro aloebra
The constraint algebra (4.67)-(4.69) is the algebra of the stress energy momentum
tensor and if we define
T ± = [(2u')l/2rte, _+(2at')-1/2X~]2

(4.71)

{T±(a,z), T±(a',z)} = +_4niT ± (a,z) + T ± ( # , z ) ] 6 ( a - a ')

(4.72)

{ T ± (tr, z), T ~:(a', z)} = 0

(4.73)

then

The factor of 4n appears in the algebra because our Fourier transforms are defined
with factor of 4n (see below) and the algebra of Fourier modes are free from factors
of n. We use the symmetry properties to extend the interval to [ - n, 0] in the case
of open string and the new interval is [ - n, n]. The fourier components are defined as

1 f+~

Ln = -~n ,I-~ exp(ina) T +(tr)dtr.

(4.74)

Then the celebrated Virasoro algebra appears (Virasoro 1970)
{ Lm, Ln} = i(n - m) Ln+m.

(4.75)

The canonical constraints are translated to L, = 0 for the open string and are called
Virasoro constraints.
Let us look at the Fourier expansions of the string coordinates (for open string)
X"(tr) = xg + ~, x~ cos ntr

(4.76)

P~(tr) = -PU
- + ~ ~cosntr.

(4.77)

n>0

7t

n>0
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The expansion coefficients have the following definitions

x~ = -~

X"(a)da

(4.78)

2fo ~X"(a)cos nada

(4.79)

2f0' P"(tr)cos nada

(4.80)

x.~ = ~N = ~-

and pU = SgPU(a)da has the interpretation of the center of mass momentum of the
string. We can go over to the oscillator representations

a~. = ~ (2~'/n)l/2P~. + ½(n/2~')x~.

(4.81)

a*" = - 2 (2~'/n)t/2 ~ + ½(nl2~')x~""

(4.82)

Then the canonical PB relation translates to

{xg,pv} = ,~,"
/~

(4.83)

*V

{a.,am }=--iq~'v6m.

(4.84)

the Virasoro generators take the form

L.

- i(2not')l/2pua~. + ~, x/(m + n)ma~a,.+.
m>0
I n--1

~,=l~ma,.a~.-,.,

n>O

(4.85)

and L.* = L_ n
L o = ctt p/t pu + ~ nau.*a..
~

(4.86)

n>O

From here on one can quantize the theory.
The quantum theory of strings is both interesting and fascinating. The classical
theory does not put restrictions on the space time dimensions in which the string is
embedded. However, the requirements of quantum conformal invariance demands
that space time dimensions be 26 for a bosonic string. We shall adopt the BRST
formalism to quantize the theory covariantly. Let us collect below a few essential
ingredients required to describe the quantized theory. The first result is that the
quantum constraint algebra has a central charge which appears when we compute
the algebra with suitably normal ordered Virasoro generators.
We have defined the generators on the oscillator basis through (4.85) and (4.86)
and we observe that these generators are quadratic in the oscillator operators. Thus
we are naturally led to adopt a Fock space representation. Let 10,0) be the vacuum
state which is annihilated by all a.~, n > 0 including a S so that Lorentz invariance is
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maintained. Furthermore, the vacuum carries no momentum. We can impose these
conditions as
affl0,0> = 0, pUl0,0> = 0.

(4.87)

We generate states in this space by operating an+~ and exp(ik'xo) on the vacuum. The
second operation is defined as

(4.88)

exp(ik'xo)lO, 0) = 10, k)
pUl0, k> = k~'lO,k)

(4.89)

The normalizations are
(4.90)

(0, k I I0, k) = (2n)dcS(d)(k-- k').

A state in this Hilbert space is a superposition of states of the type 12, k). Here ).
denotes the oscillator occupation number obtained through operation of a~+~' and k
denotes the momentum of d-dimensional vector. The canonical PB relations go over
to CCR.
[xg, p~] = i6~

(4.91)

/.t

(4.92)

+v

[am, an ]=rf'~mn.

We immediately conclude that the commutator [a°,a~+°] = 6m and therefore, there
are negative norm states in the theory, like gauge theories, when odd number of these
creation operators act on the vacuum. This is a consequence of constructing a
manifestly Lorentz invariant theory. We shall first focus our attention on the problem
of ordering in defining the Virasoro generators and then derive the quantum algebra.
Let us note that for n :/: 0 (4.85) tell us that L~ are defined with product of operators
which commute mutually and we have no ordering problem. So the normal ordered
operator is

L,, =

--

i 2v/~7-n
p~a~, + ~ ~

+ n ) m a i m+ a ~'
n+ m

m>O

1 ~1
- 2 m=x x / ~ - m)ma,ma~n_m .

(4.93)

However, if we recall (4.86), we find that there is indeed ordering ambiguity in defining
Lo. We have to define the quantum generator properly with respect to the fock space.
Thus we have the freedom of adding a c-number constant to the normal ordered Lo
defined by
:Lo: = ~ p~,p + ~ na,,,a,,.÷~'

(4.94)

n>0

Thus in quantum theory the classical Lo goes over to : L o : - ~o.
Our main aim is to compute the central charge in the Virasoro algebra. Therefore,
we shall not explicitly write the normal ordered term. The quickest way to get our
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results is to consider
[Lm, L-m] = normal ordered terms
lm-1
+ 4 , . ~ 1 ( m - r ) r ( m - s ) s [ a " a ~ + f i " s + a, "am_s6m_,.s]
+

(4.95)

and we take m > 0. Now we notice that the second term on RHS of (4.95) has only
finite number of terms and therefore, although it is not normal ordered, it is well
defined. Now if we normal order it, the c-number term is (Virasoro, Weiss 1970)
d(m

- m)

(4.96)

and the space-time dimension, d, appears when we take trace of the metric. Since we
have seen that only Lo is plagued with normal ordering problem, if m ~ - n the
commutator of Lm and L, is well defined. Therefore,
[Lm, L,,] = (m - n) Lm+,, + d m ( m 2 - 1)6m.-,.

(4.97)

Now we shall proceed to construct the BRST charge following BFV procedure. It
follows from the classical Virasoro algebra that the BRST charge
Q = E Lmrl_ m + EmPmrlmrln_ m.

(4.98)

Here r/m are the Fourier modes of the ghosts and Pm are their conjugate momenta
satisfying PB relations
{r/m, Pn } = - i6m,-~-

(4.99)

Furthermore, Q is real and the nilpotent at the classical level by construction. We
have to consider the ghost Fock space as we study the quantum theory and (4.99)
goes over to anticommutator
[rM, P,] + = 6m.-n.

(4.100)

The zero modes of ghosts are real and they satisfy
[no, Po] + = 1.

(4.I01)

The irreducible representation space of the zero modes is two dimensional. This space
is isomorphic to the space of one Grassman variable r/° and we write (Henneaux and
Teitelboim 1982)
F = a + br/°

(4.102)

and the conjugate momentum Po = d/t%/° and the inner product is defined with
(F, G) = J'F* Gd~/°.

(4.103)

The state Fo = 1 and F1 = r/° have zero norm and their inner product is unity.
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However, we can construct linear combination states from Fo and F1 such that they
are orthonormal and one has norm + 1 and the other has norm - 1.
The ghost state space is a direct product of the states arising due to the presence
of zero modes and the states generated by the higher modes, r/mand Pro. It is convenient
to define operators
1

F. =--~I~It/.+ P.], F* = ----~It/.*+ P.*]
#2

(4.104)

#2

G. = ~[t/.- P.], G.*= ~[t/.*- P.*].

(4.105)

The ghost normalized vacuum is such that the annihilation operators acting on 10>
gives
F,10> - 0 = G,10> = 0.

(4.106)

We have defined the whole Fock space when we manipulate operators and it is
understood that all operations arc doped on this Fock space. The normal ordered
BRST operator is defined such that creation precedes annihilation.
n ~ +oo

0= E

E

n = --co

.>2

n>O

n-I

+ E

* *
ml*~tl.-mP,~ + mP~l._,~rl= + m~h.tl,-,~Pm]
E EnP.~.-,.~.+
* *

n>Om=l

+ ~

~, mftl*+,,Pjb,-P*q*tl,+,,].

(4.107)

n>0m>0

There is ordering ambiguity in defining Lo and in the t/o-terms. We can t.ake care of
these through the introduction of the arbitrary constant. Although classical BRST
charge is nilpotent, the quantum charge is not in'arbitrary space time dimensions.
The quantum Virasoro algebra has a central charge z.nd there is a piece in the pure
ghost part of Q whose anticommutator when properly evaluated gives nonzero
contribution. Thus we find
^

^

tl 3

,-

(4,o,)

If 0 is to be nilpotent then RHS of (4.108) must vanish. Now, equating the coefficients
ofn a and n to zero and solving for d and So we get (Kato and Ogawa 1983; Hwang 1983)
d = 26 and So = 1.

(4.109)

Thus the gauge invariance of the quantum theory is guaranteed in critical dimension
26 with So = 1.
Now we discuss the physical subspace of this theory from the requirement that
(Kato and Ogawa 1983)
(~1¢> = 0
where I~') is a physical state.

(4.110)
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It is useful to introduce two new operators which commute with the BRST charge.

fl= ~, na.+~a,n+ ~, n[P*rl,+tl*P.]
n>>-O

(4.111)

n>_.O

which can be rewritten as

= ~n[a+~a~, + F * F , - G*G~]

(4.112)

using (4.104) and (4.105). The other operator is

K, = ~, n[F*Fn + G*Gn + F*G~ + G*Fn].

(4.113)

n>~O

Not only/~ and g commute with Q but their commutator also vanishes
[~,,/(] = 0

(4.114)

A close inspection shows that the bosonic part of/~ is just the number operator
(bosonic)

N = ~,na~a~,

(4.115)

whereas b, contains the number operators corresponding to F and G ghost modes
,~ = N + N r + N ~.

(4.116)

We may add that there is an overall negative sign in the definition of N ~ since
[G~,G*] = - 1. We can diagonalize A and its eigenvalues are positive to give
interpretation a number operator. The zero mode of momentum operator p~ also
commutes with Q as well as with ,~ and K. Now we look for a solution of the physical
space condition (4.110).
We show that if/~ # ~t'lPp~,+ a o then the states I~') have the form
IV) = QIt~).

(4.117)

We note that, Q can be written as

Q. = Q. + [~' P~'P~, + A - %It/° - / ( P o

(4.118)

we have essentially decomposed Q to a part which does not involve ghost zero modes,
Q, and the rest which is multiplied by those zero modes. Moreover, Q, ~/o and po
commute with the momentum zero mode p~ and with .~. Let us assume/~ ¢- - - ~I p /1 p~ +
%. We expand l~b) = [a) + Ib)rlo where [a) and Ib) do not have ghost zero modes.
Since ,~ + 0t p p~ - % ~ 0, we can add a state Ql~b) to Iff) such that [b) = 0. We can
t
p
take I ~ ) = - ( c t p p ~ + A - 0 t o ) l b ) for this purpose. Now if we implement the
condition (4.110) on I~b) we find that
(~la) = Oand [otp
' ~p~+A-~to]la)=O
A

(4.119)

and thus we conclude that [~b) is a pure gauge i.e. [~k) = Q Ix) if A # -~tp' ~p~+~t o.
Therefore, it is only meaningful to consider the case when ~t'pUp~+/~ - % = 0. Under
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such a condition Q is nilpotent. Thus if we choose
I~k) = [a) + [b)qo

(4.120)

and use (~l~b) = 0 then we get
QIb) -- 0 and Qla) - R i b ) = 0

(4.121)

We shall, henceforth, consider the states (which are independent of ghost zero modes)
that have the form like la) and Ib).
The next step is to consider the consequences of the requirement ( ~ l b ) = 0. We
intend to show that
Ib) = In)10)ghost + (~lc).

(4.122)

Here the ghost vacuum for nonzero modes is denoted by ]0)shost and it is defined as
r/,10)sho, t = 0 and Pnl0)ghost = 0

(4.123)

and IB) is a bosonic state on which the string oscillators act. It satisfies
L, IB) = 0

n>0

(4.124)

and for the zero mode of Virasoro operator
(L o - % ) I n ) = 0

(4.125)

Equations (4.124) and (4.125) remind us of the gauge conditions on physical states
and % appears due to the presence of normal ordering ambiguity in L 0. It has been
shown by Kato and Ogawa (1983) that IB) can be taken to be purely transverse. It
is possible to choose vector rc) so that lb) has the decomposition (4.122). We note
that Ic) is defined in the subspace ~' pUpu +/~ - % = 0 and this operator commutes
with (~. Therefore, we conclude that ~'pUp~ + A, - % annihilates IB) I0)sho,t. Moreover,
the ghost number N r and N ° of 10)sho~t is zero. Thus we conclude that [B) satisfies
the Virasoro zero mode condition (4.125). The other relation (4.124) follows from the
requirement {~lB)10)sho~t = 0, which can be rewritten as
Z,u* In> 10>shos¢-- 0.

(4.126)

n>0

We know that the states r/* 10)ghost are independent and therefore, (4.124) is proved.
Finally, we show that the solution to the physical state condition Q I~b) = 0 allow
following decomposition
IqJ> --IB>10>sbo,, + IB') 10)ghoJlo + (~l ~b).

(4.127)

Here Ib) and IB') are purely bosonic states satisfying analog of (4.124) and (4.125),
L, IB) = (Lo - ~o)lB) = 0

(4.128)

L, IB') = (Lo - %)IB') = 0

(4.129)

Let us use earlier decomposition for I$) (4.120) and the property of state Ib),
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(4.122). It is evident that the coefficient of ~/o in decomposition of 1~,~ satisfies the
condition that {(~lc)}r/o,---(~IZ)+ terms which modify only la) (see (4.120)). Here
Ix>=lc>~/o. Now, use g i b e = 0 together with the condition (4.121) to conclude
(~la) = 0. We again use the decomposition
la) = IB>10>suos, + (~lc'>
= IB) 10),ho,t + (~lc')

(4.130)

since (~lc')= O.[c') due to the fact that Ic') has no component along r/o moreover
the operator cx'p~'p~,+ A - ~o annihilates Ic'). Thus we show the decomposition of
physical state (4.127).
If we operate (~ on RHS of (4.127) and use ot'pJ'p~,+ A - % = 0, we arrive at the
other two results (4.128) and (4.129).
We add a few remarks at this stage. We have shown how the BRST physical states
are related to the physical states of the covariant formalism through (4.128) and
(4.129). There are degeneracies due to the presence of the zero modes of ghost states.
Thus the number of BRST physical states are twice as much as the physical states
present in the covariant approach. It is interesting to note that the gauge condition
imposed on physical states I~k) through BRST operator cannot fix the BRST gauge
completely. We are free to add a piece (~l~b) to the state I~) in such a way that (~l~b)
does not involve ghost states. Such states correspond to the null states. We can
understand the decoupling of such null states from BRST point of view.
We end this discussion with some remarks about the conformal invariance in the
quantum string theory in critical dimensions, d = 26.
We can define extended Virasoro generators from the BRST charge which contain
the ghost fields as well. They are defined as
Ln = [(~,e~]+ = f.~ + ghost terms

(4.131)

from the definition of BRST charge (4.98). If we compute the quantum algebra
EL,,, L,] = (m - n) Lm+n.

(4.132)

We conclude Lm generate the conformal group with above commutation relation.
We can easily check that when L, act on physical states they create null states, since

= Iq/> + atn(~P,l~> ~ I~>.

(4.133)

We notice that the states created by the action of L, on physical states is only a
subset of the states created by the action of the BRST operator on I~)
I~> ~'1¢'> + (~Ix>

(4.134)

where IX) is arbitrary I~)-dependent state. Thus, the BRST invariance is a more
fundamental symmetry of the theory.
We have seen that BRST formalism has proved to be very powerful in the context
of the quantization of string theories. Indeed, some of the very lengthy and tedious
computations of string theory in the light-cone gauge are simplified considerably in
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the BRST framework. So far, we have described quantization of a free bosonic string.
This is analogous to the problem of quantizing a free particle. Naturally, the next
step is to consider the theory of interaction of strings. We are not going to present
this topic. However, it is worthwhile to make some observations at this point.
We know that the string traces out a surface as it evolves--like a free particle
traces out a line. The creation of strings can be visualized as the branching of a surface
to two or more surfaces in the creation of strings from a single string whereas if
surfaces join to form a single surface we interpret it as the annihilation of two-string
to a single string. For example if there is a hole in the surface, we can interpret it as
the self energy correction to a propagating string. This observation is in the spirit of
the first quantized approach to study interactions in particle quantum mechanics.
In the first quantized approach to string dynamics, we notice that in a given order
in the string interaction there is only one surface of given topology - surface with
specified holes and handles. Therefore, to each order in perturbation theory there
corresponds only one diagram.
Since we deal with two dimensional surfaces with different topologies in this string
perturbation theory, we can apply the theory of Riemann surfaces to study the
properties of these surfaces. The theory of Riemann surfaces has been studied
extensively by mathematicians. Thus, we can derive very powerful theorems on the
properties of higher string loop diagrams. We can consider the first diagrams. We
can consider the first quantized string perturbation theory from the Feynman path
integral point of view as follows. We have to functionally integrate over coordinates
momenta and ghosts for a theory with local symmetries. We have demonstrated that
the string theory is, indeed, a gauge theory. Thus the functional integral is done over
strings variables, ghosts and the world sheet metric. The integral over the metric
consists of the integration over the parameters that specify the surface with a given
topology and we have to sum over all surfaces with different topologies. Furthermore,
we have to ensure that the generating functional thus constructed is BRST invariant.
The BRST invariance imposes stringent constraints on the theory, as we demonstrate
for the free string. We can derive interesting results for strings on higher genus Riemann
surfaces.
A very interesting aspect of the study of the first quantized string theory is to
consider the evolution of the string in the background of its massless excitations
(Ademollo et al 1974; Fradkin and Tseytlin 1985; Callan et al 1985; Sen 1985;
Maharana and Veneziano 1987; Jain 1988; Fubini et al 1989). When we impose
conformal invariance as a consistency condition, then it is found that not all
background field configurations are permissible. The massless background fields must
satisfy a set of equations dictated by the requirements of conformal invariance. These
are the so-called equations of motion satisfied by the background fields. There are
two ways to study the consequences of the conformal invariance of the theory. One
possibility is to treat the background fields as coupling constants in the two
dimensional field theory and compute the fl-functions associated with them (Sen 1986).
We know that these /~-functions must vanish because trace of the stress energy
momentum tensor is proportional to the fl-function. Thus we derive the equations
of motion. The other alternative is to construct the S-matrix generating function in
the BRST Hamiltonian formalism and then demand the BRST invariance of the
theory to derive the equations of motion for the background fields. Indeed, we arrive
at the same conclusion if we follow either approach. However, the BRST formalism
has proved to be quite a powerful tool in studying certain aspects of string theory.
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5. Summary and conclusion
We have made an effort to present a pedagogical introduction to BRST Hamiltonian
formalism. The essential features of the Hamiltonian approach were exhibited through
mechanical systems with finite degrees of freedom. Then we deal with field theoretic
models. We present three illustrative examples in the applications of BRST quantization.
The elegance and power of this formalism was first recognized in the context of
the quantization of Yang-Mills field theories. However, in my opinion, the beauty
and deep mathematical structure of BRST formalism have been exposed in the context
of string theory. This is one of the main reasons for devoting a substantial portion
of § 4 to study quantization of string theory in BRST formalism. Nevertheless, it can
be only considered as a brief introduction to the subject. There are several directions
in which work is going on and this is a still very active area of research.
We have not touched on another interesting area of field theory--the topological
field theory. The algebraic (and geometric) structure of BRST formalism have
profoundly affected the developments in topological field theory proposed by Witten
(1988). These are exactly solvable systems. In topological field theory, there are no
local propagating degrees of freedom. The profound mathematical implications of
such theories have generated considerable interest in the topic among mathematicians.
Recently, it has been recognized that the topological field theories play very important
role in our understanding of the nonperturbative aspects of string theory through
the study of matrix models in the large N limit. Witten (1990) has shown the
connections between two dimensional quantum gravity and the topological theories.
It has been shown (Witten 1990; Distler 1990; Verlinde and Verlinde 1990; Dijkgraaf
et al 1990) that the ordinary two dimensional quantum gravity and the topological
two dimensional gravity are intimately related. Subsequently, there has been a rapid
development in this field (see Dijkgraaf et al 1990 for a review).
The other challenging problem is to construct a string field theory (Kaku 1974;
Friedan 1985; Siegel et al 1985; Sen 1990). We know that quantum field theory is a
natural framework to describe interaction of particles including their creation
annihilations. Furthermore, not only we compute all S-matrix elements but also we
are able to calculate all Greens functions in field theory. Therefore, it is necessary to
construct a string field theory. There has been substantial progress in this direction.
We shall only make a few remarks in passing. If we consider a free particle of mass
m then classical mass-shell condition is p2 + m2 = 0. In the first quantized theory we
want the physical state to satisfy
[p2 + m2]jphys) =0.

(5.1)

The second quantized theory is described by the scalar field action
S = IS [0t~ ~b(x)0"q~(x ) -

m2O2(x)]d2x

(5.2)

and the Klein-Gordon equation is the field equation. The corresponding scenario in
string theory is the Nambu-Goto action for the classical string and L. = 0 are the
classical gauge constraints. When we consider the first quantized theory we must
fulfil the requirement
L.lphys) = [L o - 1] [phys) = O.

(5.3)
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If we want to construct a second quantized string field theory, we must consider a
functional • of the string coordinates X~(a, z),
qJ IX(a, T)] = [4,(x) + A~(x)a ~_1 + B~(x) a~- 2 dr" h~v(x) a~- 1av- 110).

(5.4)

Here 4,(x) is the ground state tachyon of the string, Au(x) is the vector gauge field
and so on. Thus we can produce all the states of the string. Now, the Virasoro
constraints acting on the field W is expected to give us all the equations satisfied by
the string states such as

[~'E2 + 114, = 0

(5.5)

for the tachyon

[] A~ = 0

(5.6)

for the gauge field which should give Klein-Gordon equation together with the Lorentz
gauge condition. It is obvious that a consistent string field theory must naturally take
into account the reparametrization invariance of the theory. We might adopt the
BRST formalism for this purpose and a covariant string field (Kaku et al 1986) will
be a functional of the ghost coordinates besides the string coordinates. Thus

te = ~ [X(cr, ~),,7(~, T), P(a, ~)]
and the BRST invariance condition is

O,e = 0.

(5.7)

Then we would like to construct an action functional which satisfies all symmetry
requirements.
The BRST formalism is a powerful technique for quantization of any theory
possessing local symmetries and the formalism is endowed with elegance and beauty.
We have made an endeavor to convey some of these aspects of this approach.
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Appendix A
We present a brief review of the constrained Hamiltonian formalism due to Dirac in
this Appendix. There already exist several books and review articles on the subject.
Our purpose is to present the essential features necessary for the BRST quantization
of gauge theories.
Let us consider a mechanical system with generalized coordinates {q~}i = 1... N
and the corresponding generalized velocities {~}. The Lagrangian, L(q, gh), is a
function of the generalized coordinates and velocities. The Euler-Lagrange equations
are
0L

d 0L

~q~

dt 00i

= 0.

(A.1)

We solve for q~(t) and 0~(t) at any arbitrary time when we are given initial data q~(to)
and gl~(to) at some initial time to. It is not possible to solve (A.1) in general, even if
we have access to the initial data as is evident if we rewrite (A.1) as

02L
OL
adliadlj {lj = Oqi

02L
adlioqj (lj.

(A.2)

Notice that we can obtain the "Newton's law" for all the accelerations qi provided
the Hessian matrix t~L2/OdliO~ljis nonsingular. If the determinant of this N x N matrix
is zero and the rank of this matrix is L, then there exist N - L linearly independent
null vectors VI")(4,q) such that
V~,,) 0 2 L

Ogl,0glj = 0

j = 1..... N
a = 1..... (N - L).

(A.3)

The null vectors V!") are all independent and we treat all qi and 0~ as independent
variables. If we use (A.3) in (A.2) we get (N - L) relations among {qi} and {t~} of the
form

°2L

V~.
" ~--/i.=

' 0(ti0(1~"~

v!',F°L
o2L ~j 1 = 0
[_Oqi O(liOqi

(A.4)

Thus we see that there are ( N - L) coordinates and velocities such that we cannot
determine their time evolutions uniquely even if we are supplied the initial data about
these variables.
We may consider the possibility of going over to the Hamiltonian form for the
case when the system has vanishing Hessian matrix. The standard procedure is to
define the canonical momenta

OL
p,=--~q , r = 1,...,U

(A.5)
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and then we solve the equations to obtain the Hamiltonian which is a function of
q,, p, and t. However, it is possible to eliminate all velocities qi in favour of the
canonical momenta pi only when the Hessian matrix has nonzero determinant. Thus,
we observe that if the Hessian determinant vanishes then it is not possible to get all
the accelerations as functions of coordinates and generalized velocities of the
"Newton's Law" i.e. Lagrangian equations of motion and the generalized velocities
cannot be eliminated to facilitate passage to the Hamiltonian description from such
a Lagrangian. We define the Lagrangian to be singular and the necessary and sufficient
condition that L be singular is
d I d2L I
e t - c~,c~4,
= 0.

(A.6)

Note that the rank of the Hessian matrix is L; thus only L velocity variables can be
expressed as functions of the coordinates and momenta and N - L velocities. There
are N - L relations among the coordinates and momenta. These N - L relations
arise from the definition of p, in (A.5). We get first an indication that there exist
primary constraints

qbn(q,,p,) ~ O.

(A.7)

We can conclude about the existence of such constraints from the Lagrangian since
we already know that we cannot express all velocities uniquely in terms of canonical
coordinates and momenta. We introduce the symbol " ~ 0" which means that the
constraint vanishes weakly and it has the meaning that {$~} might have nonzero
Poisson bracket with some canonical variables.
We present below some of the notational conventions and defi~,itions.
(a) Poisson brackets:

{ A , B } = ~ [ OAc3B
i = 1 ~ i dPi

c3mdB 1
dPi dqi "

(A.8)

We also follow the summation convention of repeated indices. The nonzero canonical
Poisson bracket (PB) relations arc

{Pi, q j} = - Ji/

(A.9)

9ij is the Kronecker delta.
(b) The canonical Hamiltonian is

Hc(Pl, ql) = PiCli - L(qi, eli)

(A. 10)

and the Hamiltonian equations of motion are
t3Hc

qi = {qi, Hc} - t~pi ,
p~ = - dH---s~

(A. 1 la)
(A. 1 lb)

~qi "
We find that due to the presence of primary constraints the Hamiltonian phase space
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is 2L dimensional. Thus, when we obtain the time evolution equations of coordinates
and momenta they are in this reduced phase space. We, therefore, note that, for a
system with constraints, the canonical Hamiltonian is not unique and one replaces
it by an effective Hamiltonian
He = nc + X,,~Pm(p,q)~ nc.

(A. 12)

Here Zm are Lagrangian multipliers. This is the starting point of the constrained
Hamiltonian formalism developed by Dirac. It is clear that He gives rise to new time
evolution equations for the coordinates and momenta
~li =

{qi,He} , OH~ + )C.
Op~
Op~

Pi = {Pi,H,} z

OH¢
Oq,

Odp,,
Xm Oq .

(A.13a)

(A.13b)

At this stage, we can say that the eqs (A.13) are same in content as the Euler-Lagrange
equation of motion which maintain the constraints ~bm~ 0 and they are consistent
with variations of the coordinates and momenta.
The next step is to satisfy the requirement that the time variation of the constraints
must vanish in order to maintain the consistency of the theory. Alternatively, the
time variation should give a linear combination of the constraints so that it is weakly
zero. Thus

~. z {~b.,n~} + X.{~b,,q~.}~ 0.

(A.14)

Equation (A. 14) might vanish identically as a consequence of the primary constraints
identified at the beginning. If this is not the case, then we encounter two possible
situations: (i) There might be the case when (A.14) does not provide any further
constraints on q and p alone and it can be used to determine the form of some of the
Lagrange's multiplier Xm. (ii) On the other hand (A.14) might provide new set of
relations involving pi's and qi's but not Xm'S. Thus we may generate a new set of
constraints, the secondary constraints.
For the sake of consistency requirements, we demand that the time derivative of
the secondary constraint be zero and again we may encounter the situation described
above. We continue to repeat the above procedure until we have found all the
independent constraints and have determined as many ;6,'s as possible. Let the total
number of constraints be J so that the secondary constraints thus generated are J - I,
and we denote all of them by {tka}, a = 1..... J. Furthermore, we would have
determined some of the Xm'sas functions of the coordinates and momenta: Xm= Xm(P,q)
and some of them might remain undetermined at this stage. Consequently, the effective
Hamiltonian is expressed as a function of {Pi, qi}. It is worthwfiile to remark here
that in general some of the X, might remain undetermined till the end of the constraint
analysis. Consequently some of the undetermined constraints will of course appear in
the expression for H e.
First class and second class constraints: Dirac classifies all the constraints into two
groups. Let E(p,q) be a function of phase space variables it is a first class object if
{Z,~bo} ,~0 for Va.

(A.15)
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However, if
{Y-,q~a} :#0

(A.16)

for at least one a then Z is second class. We note that the second class objects are
not defined unambiguously since they can be defined only up to linear combinations
of first class objects.
We can group all the constraints into two categories: first class constraints ~i(P, q),
i = 1..... F and the remaining group, ~bk(p, q) k = 1..... K = J - F, is second class. We
note that the number of second class
A' = A - {A, ¢,} C~1¢k

(A.17)

Cu "" {~bk,~b,}.

(A. 18)

where
We immediately find that
{A', ~bk} ~ {A, q~k} --

{A, ck,}Ci2C,,k ,.~0.

(A.19)

Thus if we have two dynamical variables in the theory. A and B, then we replace the
PB between A and B by the PB between A' and B'. Thus

{A,B}+{A',B}.
We may recall that A' and B' are weakly equal to A and B respectively. However, it
must be emphasized that {A', B'} is not weakly equal to {A, B}. Dirac introduced the
modified Poisson brackets: the Dirac brackets

{A, B}oB = {A, B} - {A, ~bk}C~' {$1, B}.

(A.20)

We can easily verify that

{A,B}na,,~ {A',B'} ,~ {A',B} ,,~ {A,B'}

(A.21)

constraints is even. To prove this, let us construct K x K antisymmetric matrix from
the Poisson brackets of {$k}

= {

}.

Note that determinant Cu # 0. We can see it through following simple arguments. If
det Cu = 0, then there exists a set of nonzero vectors 2z such that
2t Clk = 0 for all k
and, then we can conclude {2~bz, Sk} = 0 showing that 2t~b~is a first class constraint.
This is contrary to our assumption; because, we had already found out all first class
constraints and the set {$~} is second class only. Thus the determinant of the matrix
Cu is nonzero. Since Cu is antisymmetric matrix and the determinant of an odd
dimensional antisymmetric matrix vanishes; K is even, leading to the conclusion that
number of second class constraints is even. We may mention that Cu plays a central
role in defining the Dirac brackets.
It is easy to see that if we have a dynamical variable A, then the Poisson bracket
of A with second class costraints is nonzero in general. We can handle this problem
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without difficulty. We define a new dynamical variable A' as follows: Dirac invented
the elegant technique so as to be left only with first class constraint through the
introduction of his new brackets. Therefore, if we replace all Poisson brackets by
Dirac brackets then we can set all second class constraints to be zero since the Dirac
bracket of any dynamical variable with a second class constraint is zero,

{A, C~k}On= 0

(A.22)

We mention in passing that the Dirac brackets involving three dynamical variables
satisfies the Jacobi identity. Let us recall the form of the effective Hamiltonian (A.12).
From the above discussions we can define a new Hamiltonian H' = Hc - {He, ~bk} C~ l ~bt.
Now it is evident that the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the (primary) second
class constraints can be identified as X=(P,q)= - { H e , q~k}C[~. We can write
He = Hc - {He, ¢k~,} C~,2 ~b, + linear combinations of first class constraints.
(A.23)
It is clear that the Hamiltonian of the system is not completely determined even at
this stage. For example, we are free to add a linear combination of first class constraints
to (A.23) without changing the equations of motion. Therefore, we define a total
Hamiltonian
H, =

H e+

2i~bt.

(A.24)

Since H, is the sum of Hc and a linear combination of first class constraints, H, has
vanishing bracket with all constraints. However, the equations of motion are modified
as

qi ~ {q,, He} + 2~{q,, ~kj}

(A.25a)

ibi ~ {Pi, He} + 2j{pi, ~kj}

(A.25b)

due to the fact that the brackets of {ffi} with canonical variables is not necessarily
zero. We also point out that the equations of motion IA.25) involve {2i}. The
appearance of arbitrary parameters {2i} signals the presence of gauge degree of
freedom in the theory. We have to fix a gauge in order to determine {;ti} from a set
of constraints

Pi(P,q; t) ~. O.

(A.26)

These conditions do not follow from the Lagrangian but they are to be supplied from
outside. Indeed the set of all first class constraints together with the gauge fixing
conditions collectively form a set of second class constraints. The choice p ~ 0 should
be such that det I{~q,p~}l is nonzero.
It is worthwhile to exhibit how the first class constraints correspond to gauge
symmetries of the theory. Let us focus our attention on a theory with first class
constraints only (if there are second class constraints they can be eliminated following
the Dirac's procedure). We have

= Cij~k,

(A.27)

{H~, ~,} = V~bj.

(A.28)
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In general C~k and V1 will depend on the phase space variables. Equation (A.27)
tells us that {~ki} are first class constraints and (A.28) are simply the statements that
time evolution of a constraint is again a linear combination of constraints. It follows
from the antisymmetry property of the PB that the Cik is antisymmetric under the
interchange of the indices i and j. If C's and V's are independent of the phase space
variables then C~k have the interpretations that they are the structure constants of
the underlying symmetry group. Moreover, there is a gauge invariance in the theory.
In order to see this let us consider the Hamiltonian action
SH = S L u d t ,

(A.29a)

LH = Piqi -- Hc - 2fl/i,

(A.29b)

Note that we have omitted a possible boundary term involving the end points in
(A.29a). Now let us look at the variation of the action by considering the variation
of L n
L H = { L H, ei(t)~ki }.

(A.30)

Here the variation of this Lagrangian is computed by evaluating the Poisson bracket
of coordinates and canonical momenta with ti(t)~q(t). The Lagrangian remains
invariant (up to total time derivative term) provided the "Lagrange multipliers", (2~)
transform as
6~-i : ~(t) + gk~j(t)C0k -- Vo~j(t).

(A.31)

Here {ei(t)} have the interpretation as the gauge parameters. So the Hamiltonian
action is invariant under these gauge transformations (up to boundary terms; for
more detailed discussions see Sudarshan and Mukunda (1974) and Teitelboim (1986).
We conclude that the first class constraints are intimately connected with the gauge
symmetries of the theory.
We have confined our attention so far to the study of mechanical systems with
finite degrees of freedom. It is rather straightforward to extend this procedure to the
case of field theories what the discrete indices are replaced by continuous indices and
the summations are replaced by integration following the standard prescription.
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